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share of U.S. venture capital investment in innovative energy technologies increased 
dramatically from 1995 to 2007 (see Figure 5 below).31 The same period saw a stream of 
pioneering environmental policy initiatives, including energy efficiency codes for buildings 
and appliances, a renewables portfolio standard for electricity generation, climate change 
emissions standards for light-duty automobiles and, most recently, lows of venture
capital into California are escalating as a direct result of the focus on reductions of 
greenhouse gas emissions. As mentioned above, California captured the largest single 
portion of global venture capital investment ($800 million out a total of two billion dollars) 
during the second quarter of 2008.
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Source: PricewaterhouseCcopers Money Tree Report,, available at: [https://www.pwcmoneytree.coml.

A survey of clean technology investors by Global Insight and the National Venture Capital 
Association found that public policy influences where venture capitalists invest.32 
Furthermore, investments in green technology solutions produce jobs at a higher rate than

M Based on historical trend data for the ‘Industrial/Energy ’ industry for California and the United States from
the PricewaterhouseCoopers Money Tree Report.
https://www.pwcmoneytree.com/MTPublie/ns/nav.isp7pageAhistorica1 (accessed October 12, 2008)

Clean Tech Entrepreneurs & Cleantcch Venture Network LLC, Creating Cleantech Clusters: 2006 Update, 
May 2006, p.43
http://www.e2.org/ext/doc/2006%20National%20Cleantech%20FQRlV %20F1NAL. pdf (accessed
October 12, 2008)
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investments in comparable conventional technologies.3'1 Venture capitalists estimate that 
each $100 million in venture capital funding, over a period of two decades, helps create 
2,700 jobs, $500 million in annual revenues, and many indirect jobs.34

Access to capital controlled by institutional investors is also enhanced by policies that 
encourage early adoption of green technologies. When California-based corporations use 
green technologies to reduce their exposure to climate change risk, institutional investors 
reward them by facilitating their access to capital. The Investor Network on Climate Risk
including institutional investors with more than $8 trillion of assets under management..
endorsed an action plan in 2008 that calls for requiring asset managers to consider climate 
risks and opportunities when investing; investing in companies developing and deploying 
clean technologies; and expanding climate risk scrutiny by investors and analysts.33

Additional capital for green technologies helps drive increased employment, both indirectly, 
as energy savings are plowed back into other sectors of the economy, and directly, as new 
green products are successfully commercialized.

McKinscy & Company projects average annual returns of 17 percent on global investments 
in energy productivity, and estimates the global investment opportunity at $170 billion 
annually through 2020.36 Meanwhile, global Investment in energy efficiency and renewable 
energy has grown from $33 billion to more than $148 billion in the last tour years. Beyond 
2020, green technologies are expected to attract investment of more than $600 billion 
annually.3' In short, green technology is now a bona fide global growth industry.

Today, green technology businesses directly employ at least 43,000 Californians, primarily in 
energy efficiency and energy generation, according to a 2008 study from the California 
Economic Strategy Panel. Green jobs are concentrated in manufacturi cent), and

53 Report of the Renewable and Appropriate Energy Laboratory. Putting Renewables to Work: How Many Jobs 
Con the (Jeon Energy Industry Generate,} Energy and Resources Group/Goldman School of Public Policy at 
University of California, Berkeley. April 13, 2004. http://rael.berkelev.edu/old-site/renewables.iobs.2006.pdf
(accessed October 12, 2008)

Report prepared for the National Venture Capital Association. Venture Impact 2004: Venture Capitol 
Benefits to the U.S. Economy. Prepared by: Global Insight. June 2004.
http://www.globalinsight.eom/publicDownload/generieContent/07-20-04 fullstady.pdiecessed October 12, 
2008)
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55 The Investor Network on Climate Risk, final Report, 2008 Investor Summit on Climate Risk. February 14, 
2008. http://www.ceres.org//Doeument.Doc?id=331 (accessed October 12,2008)
56 McKinsey Global Institute. The Case for Investing in Energy Productivity. McKinscv & Company.
February, 2008. p.8 ' ' ’ ' ’
http://www.mckinsev.com/mgi/reports/pdfs/Investing Energy Productivity/Investing Energy Productivitv.pdf
(accessed October 12, 2008)
57 United Nations Environment Programme.New Energy Finance Ltd. Global Trends in Sustainable Energy
Investment 2008: Analysis of Trends and Issues in the Financing of Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency 
2008. p. 12 ISBN: 978.92.807.2939.9http://www.unep.fr/energy/act/fin/sefi/G1ol ds
(accessed October 12, 2008)
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professional, scientific and technical services (28 percent), with median annual earnings of 
$35,725 and $56,754, respectively;'^ By 2030, under a moderate growth scenario, green 
businesses nationwide are expected to generate revenues of $2.4 trillion, (2006 dollars), and 
employ 21 million Americans;19

As a leader in green technology development and use, California has already realized 
substantial economic benefits from the adoption of energy efficiency policies. State energy 
efficiency measures have saved enough energy over the past 30 years to avoid construction 
of two dozen 500-mcgawatt power plants. Today, California’s per capita electricity 
consumption is 40 percent below the national average, and the carbon intensity of 
California’s economy is among the lowest in the nation. 60

Renewable energy, such as solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, will also bring new 
employment opportunities to Californians while spurring economic growth. California 
enjoys significant comparative advantages for renewable energy: concentrated innovation 
resources, a large potential customer base, key natural resources such as reliable solar and 
wind, and supportive regulatory programs, including the California Renewables Portfolio 
Standard, the Million Solar Roofs Initiative, the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 
2006, and the Solar Water I.leafing and Efficiency Act of 2007.

Other researchers have estimated that under a national scenario with 15 percent renewables 
penetration by 2020, California will experience a net gain in direct employment of 140,000 
jobs.61 Because investments in green technologies produce jobs at a higher rate than 
investments in conventional technologies, jobs losses that occur in traditional fossil fuel 
industries will be more than compensated for by gains in the clean energy sector.

Furthermore, if California’s renewable energy suppliers field products that arc sufficiently 
competitive to penetrate the export market, employment and earnings dividends for the state 
will also increase. California renewable energy industries servicing the export market can 
generate up to 16 times more employment than those that only manufacture for domestic

's California Economic Strategy Panel with Collaborative Economics. Clean Technology and the Green
Economy, March 2008. P.14.15 http://www.labor.ca.gov/panel/pdf/DRAFT..Green.Economy..031708.pdf
(accessed October 12,2008)
59 The American Solar Energy Society. Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency: Economic Drivers for the
2lsr Century. 2007. p.39 ISBN 978.0.89553.307.3 http://www.ases.org/images/stories/ASES-JobsReport-
Final.pdf(accessed October 12, 2008)
60 California Energy Commission. 2007 Integrated Energy Policy Report. Document No. CEC.100.2007.008.
CMF. 2007. p. 3 http://www.energv.ca.gov/2007pub1ications/CEC-100-2007-008/CEC-100-2007-008- 
CMF/PDF (accessed October 12,2008)
61 Tellus Institute and MRG Associates. Clean Energy: Jobs for America’s Future. As cited in: Putting
Renewables to • ml W Many fobs Can the Clean Energy i -! ..........teratc? Energy and Resources
Group/Goldmaii School of Public Policy at University of California, Berkeley. April 13, 2004.
http://rael.berkelev.edu/old-site/renewables.iobs.2006.pdf (accessed October 12, 2008)
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consumption, according to a study by the Research and Policy Center of Environment 
California/’2
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The estimated cost per ton ofgreenhou.se gas emissions reduced by the measures 
recommended in this Plan ranges from $-408 (net savings) to $133, with all but one (the 
Renewables Portfolio Standard) costing less than $.5.5 per ton. The RPS is being 
implemented for energy diversity purposes, not just greenhouse gas reductions, and the $133 
per ton figure does not take these other benefits into account. Therefore, it should not be 
used as a reference to define the range of cost-effective greenhouse gas measures. These 
estimates are based on the best information available as ARB prepared this Proposed Plan. 
Updated estimates and greater certainty will be provided as the measures are further 
developed during the rulemaking process.
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62 Environment California Research and Policy Center. Renewable Energy and Jobs. Employment Impacts of 
Eleveloping Markets for Renewables in California. July 2003. As cited in: Putting. Renewables to Work: How 
Many Jobs Can the Clean Energy Industry Generate1? Energy and Resources Group/Goldman School of Public
Policy at University of California, Berkeley. April 13,2004. http: //rael .berkel e v. edu/ol d- 
site/tmiew3bles.iobs.2006.pdffaccessed October 12, 2008)
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11 avoided premature deaths attributed to emission reductions that occur in 
Wilmington as a result of the Scoping Plan. 72
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The I.,CFS aims to achieve at least a 10 percent reduction in the carbon intensity of
California’s transportation fuels by 2020. As the State moves toward less dependence 
upon one source of fuel for transportation, our economy will be less at risk from 
significant fluctuations in fuel prices. Measures within the Scoping Plan will force 
energy diversification in California toward low-carbon intensive energy sources and 
encourage significant growth in infrastructure, capital, and investment in biofuels.

The move toward 33 percent renewables will, by definition, increase the 
diversification of California’s electrical supply. Increased use of wind, solar, 
geothermal and biomass (including from the organic fraction of municipal solid 
waste) generation will all add to ensuring the state has a broader portfolio of energy 
inputs.

Based on ARB’s economic analysis, the combined energy diversification and 
increased energy efficiency expected from implementation of the Scoping Plan is 
predicted to result ini a 25 percent decrease in gasoline usage (4.6 billion gallons), a 
17 percent decrease in diesel fuel use (670 million gallons), a 22 percent decrease in 
electricity (74,0 h reduction) and a 24 percent reduction in natural gas 
(3,400 therms).

See Appendix H
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The cap-and-tradc program, offsets, and other measures that contain market-based 
features may also help diversify California’s energy portfolio by inccntivizing the 
development and deployment of clean and efficient energy generating technologies.

J
pic approaches in the Proposed Scoping Plan, 
f a proposed measure for regional transportation- 
ions in vehicle miles traveled (¥MT) are expected 
anning which target land use, building and zoning

improvements.

ims

:d

:1

4.

recreanonai opponunines.

Furthermore, if open spaces and desirable locations become more accessible and 
communities are designed to encourage walkability between neighborhoods and 
shopping, entertainment, schools and other destinations, residents are likely to 
increase their levels of physical activity. Research shows that regular physical 
activity can reduce health risks, including coronary heart disease, diabetes, 
hypertension, anxiety and depression, and obesity. Measures in the Proposed Scoping 
Plan encourage Californians to use alternatives to personal vehicle travel that could 
result in increased personal exercise. To complement these changes, future 
community developments may evolve to include trails and pedestrian access to major 
centers. However, where compact development may increase proximity to large 
sources of pollution, such as high traffic arterials, distribution centers, and industrial 
facilities, it will be critical to analyze the anticipated and unanticipated impacts and 
benefits, to ensure that increases in exposure to vehicular air pollution and other 
toxics and particulates do not occur .

■ w I ; - - '
. ! J i -« ......... [ j...»

The California Environmental Quality Ac and ARB policy require an analysis to
determine the potential adverse environmental impacts of proposed projects. ARB’s analysis 
of the potential adverse environmental impacts of the Proposed Scoping Plan is presented in 
Appendix J. The analysis summarizes and discusses the specific strategies in the Scoping 
Plan that, if adopted and implemented, will reduce greenhouse gas emissions throughout the
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In 2002, theCalifomiabagislatunsestablishedthe

18 The Cal ifornia Fubl ic Uti lities Oarmissiori recently estab.
listed procurement quantity requirements for interim years of 
21.7percent (2014); 23.3 percent (2015); 27 percent (2017); 
29 percent (2018); and 31 percent (2019). Decision 11-12
020, Decisim SsttingRccuiementCliarttifyfequirerrBnts for 
Retail Saltern for the Rsne/mhles ffort folio SandaniRograri 
December 1,2011, docs.cpuc.ca.gcwW'CRD_FDF/HNfiL_CE- 
CiSICM154695.FDF.

19 Michael Rcker, presentation at the December 8,2011, Califor
nia Foundation on the Environment and the Eboncmy Energy 
RcundtableSurrmit on Distributed Generation, vwwvcfee, 
net/ jiiMTWitsPicter.pdf,
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Sxiroe: California Bregy Commission

A Sources of the date include tbeErergy Cdnni&- 
sicrVsQjarterJy Ftels and Efergy Ffeport Qdafaase and 
FQ...J FPS database; CFUCs DJ fefebase (w/mrcpuc.

cag^HJCVerergy^naftabies/X and ERE staff

update on installed capacity under S3 32.

B. SdarFV systems under $1 (CFLC staff calculation 
for CSf. EEnergy Gxrmission staff calculation for N3-R 
and Energy Grnriissian staff caiculaticn as reported

by the Ftlis for their portion), theSdfGereration

lnGeritiveF:fo^rrrii(e''0'g^x3it€y.c:rg/iride'5(.|iip/

incentive-prcgfams/s^f-genaation-incQitive- 
prograTVsgip^bxrrEnts/sgip-docuTBnts). ard the 
BnergingFteT6iA0btesRogam(vwwv.sTs^.ca.gcv/

rQ"K3M3bleAaiTBf'girigje"BM3f:3i£:s/).

C.VMnd turbine systers in tee Self-Generation Ince'e 
tiveRogran(aTeigycent!^.org/ind0(.php^inoentive- 
pogaris/sdf-genQatfon-incentive-psogam/ 
sgipH±ctrrBTts/sgip-dxuTEnts) and theBrerging 
Rxe/zahles FteEgrsm (vwwv.energy.ca.g3//rBTaAsbles/ 
emerging.rermiebtes/)

20 Depending on the data souce, total renewable generation varies between 15 
and 16.5 percent of statewide retail safe from renewable generation in 2010. 
Rmiroreit and generation sources include: The ft^er Source Disclosure 
Program, CFUCRPSComplianceR ^CcrrmissionRPSTracking, and
theBiergy Ccrmission’sTotal System ftwer.

D. Indudes 30t9M/Vof utility scale and wholesale dte 
tributed generation wind capacity. California EDdata 
on wind projects located in theGalifcmia EDandtee 
EEnefgy Gxmiission'sGFHR C&tabase, energ/almanac.

ca.gov/dectecityAAidD.gfer/ for wind projects located

outside the California S3.

21 Hie wholesale DG total in Table 1 was based on project size (20 IVlA/or less) and
©eluded wife capacity dire to lack of reliable data; the total will therefore need 
further lefireireitgivei the revised definition# what meets theG^wemor’s 
12,000 fW¥goaf to screen out projects connected at the transmission level and 
include vdiolesale DG wind capacity.E. Total update! in 2011
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5

represented only about 5 percent of statewide renawble generation.

23 Transcript of the September 14,2011, Integrated Energy 
Fblicy Report workshop on theDaft Renswabfeftwer in
Califorrm&atusaixiIssues; report, oonmients by1Valerie 
VMnn, PacificGis and Electric Ginpany, (page 72) artel Gary
San, Southern Cal ifornia Bison (page 73), vw/vwr.energy. 
ca.gov/2011_energypolicy/docijments/2011-09-14_work-
shop/2011-09-14.transcriptpdf.

22
24 lie Erwgy Grrmtssion acknowledges that historical contract 

fai lure rates are rot predictive of future rates, which could be 
lons or higher.O' —.. uj -r-----
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Source; California BiergyCirmissiori, F&iewableRwerin Califan&SStatusand Issues, Deoember2011.

25 FET1 was initiated in 2007 as a joint effort among the CRJC, 
the Energy Cerrmission, theCalifomia ISO, utilities, and other 
stakeholders. Rnmary goals were to identify transmission proj
ects needed toaaxrmiixfateCalifomia’srenBAeMeenergy 
goals; promote designation of corridors for future transmis- 
sitxi liredewlopment; and mate transmission and generation 
siting and permitting easier, Fiiria/mtle Enag/Tranirissm 
InitiatheFhase 2B Final Report, F«1-!Q0G-201G-QQ2-F, fVfeay 
2010,vwwv.energy.ca.gcw/reti/docurrBnts/inde9<.html.
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Rar util ity-scale rerewable plants, the prirraty plan
ning and permitting challengesareenvironrrHita^ 
land use issues and frarynmted arri overlapping 
permitting processes, F^ns/uable facilities can have 
a variety of environmental and land-use impacts 
depending on location and technology. Because the 
majority of re/v renewable development is proposed

30 California Energy Oiimiission, see: mmerwgy.
ca,gi//33b\fi020/ck:mTBnts/rena*abIe.prpjects/RE^JJ^n-
erat ion_Tracki ng.Projects_Report. pdf.
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119KavaIec, Chris, Ton Grin, fvbrkCiminelli, Nicholas Fugate, /%ish QBUtim, and 
Qen Sharp, RelimirmtyCalifbmiaEns^DsrrBndFaecast, 2012-2022 2011, 
CI&200-2011 -01133, availableat: vwwv.enepgy.ca.gcw/2011 publ ications/CB> 
200-2011-011CH3-200-2011-011-SO.pdf.
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Teble9: SfefeftcfeBtUJbstttLEi OBRscatGiitHHii
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121 Kavalec, Chris, Icm Gorin, IVlarkQrriinelli, Nicholas ..ugate,
AgsIiGautirn, and Glen Sharp, 2011 ,op. cit.
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***nia’s economy m^ deviate from its historical pattern. 
Staff QorisicfefBd sxna Icy points made during the 
discussion:

CaiifomiaSclar Initiative (CSI): This program is 
managed by the CFIC.

*** Self-Generation InoentiveProgram (S3P): This 
program is managed by theCFUC.***"The substantial drop in housing prioes me/affect 

migration patterns, specificallyreleasing in-migra
tion. It is likely that Califomiawill note<perienoethe 
same pattern of depressed population growth as seen 
in previous recessions.

*** New Solar Hares F&rtnership (N3-P): "This pro
gram is managed by the Energy Commission.

*** Utility Incentives: Administered by publicly owned 
uti I i ties such as Sacramento Munici pal Uti I i ty Dis
trict (SVLD), LAQAP, Imperial Irrigation Qstrict, 
BurbankVfbter and Rower, City of Glendale, and 
City of Rasadena.

kkk Changes to average home si$ and location ma/ 
have a significanfeffect on demographic drivers.

■kickCver the oerring decade, climatechangema/ 
introduce constraints on water supplies.

kkkAlternative indicators, such as personal debt, 
ma/beoems more valuable at providing insight into 
energy consumption patterns.

ir

lyHlAJol CKUU 11 I|XUC>

The
r

e

le

kkk Emerging F^newables Program (ER3): "This pro
gram is managed by the Energy Commission.

108
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Bha^EfficeTyhpcfe
Califomia’senergy pi icy identifiesanergy efficiency 
asthe“re90unDeof firstehoioe” for meeting Cal ifor- 
nia’s future energy needs. As such, efficiencyoodes 
and standards, programs, and other policies pla/a
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122See discussion of EIVKV requirements ewer time in Kavalec, 
Oris and Cbn Sohui fz, May 2011, EfficienqfttDgrams: Incor- 
poratingHistoricaiMiviiiasinioBerg/CtiwnissionDamrid 
Faecasts, draft staff paper, Cal ifornia Energy Commission, 
Electricity Supply Analysis Division, OEI22CO-201 1-005-3), 
available at: vw/w.enagy.ca.gw/2011pitilicatiorBCB>2CX5- 
2011 -G0S/Ce:>2Q{S2G11 -005-Sd.pdf.

123 California Biergy Qirmission, Electricity Supply Analysis □vi
sion, Chris Kavalec, Bwg/Bficier'cfE'ogramCharacierization 
in Ena/gyOirmtssbn Demand Fbmcasts: SakehMerParspec- 
tim and Staff'Rscomnsnciations:  Draft SaffRiper, August 
2011,012200-2011 -010-33, avaiiabieat: www.ene.tgy. 
ca.gw/2011 publicationsm>200-2011 -01(KH>200-2011 - 
01O-SD.pdf.
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■kick Utility programs b^ond 2012, including residen
tial, amrercial.and industrial.

kkk Further updates to state "Title 20 and 24 stan
dards along with updated federal applianoestandards.

kkk"The CFLCs Big Bold Energy Effieiencylnitiatives.
fi rsteff icienostandards.

3

3

Rdlniray include: /

124 Itron, imJissistaFmmLpcktitrjtlTeEmrgjfEfficierVjSavirgs 
QBlsfor2012andB3jOncl, adopted byCFUC in March 2007,
vwwv.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/D72B6523-FC10-4964-4FE3-
MB83009KWB/0/QDaliJpdatef^port.p6f.
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renewable energy. The project further measured the effects of renewable variability on 
system operation, and then ascertained how energy storage and changes in energy 
dispatch strategies could improve grid performance. The white paper, therefore, was not 
intended to provide a holistic assessment of storage, and instead modeled the specific 
operational impacts associated with predefined renewable penetration scenarios.

Major paper conclusions include:

ffi

u y iuiii;vi 'uui u.livj'ii ov/Jitu unu vv mu v 0.1 iuu 1111 y .

lie short-duration volatility of renewable resource output will require additional 
automatic generation control (up to double current levels).

ast (defined as 10 MW per second) storage is two to three times more effective 
than conventional generation in meeting ramping requirements. Consequently, 30
50 MW of storage is equivalent to 100 MW of conventional generation.

nergy storage may reduce the greenhouse gas emissions associated with 
committing combustion turbines for regulation, balancing, and ramping duty.

In summary, this report provides an analysis of renewable resource impacts on
California’s grid operations .. particularly the changes in ramping and regulation
requirements ..and offers storage as a promising mitigation option. While insinuating
that storage could be the most cost-effective solution for renewables integration, the 
authors do not thoroughly demonstrate this through full benefit-cost modeling. 
Additionally, the analysis is by design bounded in scope and therefore lacks the breadth 
of potential operational uses necessary to fully evaluate energy storage applications, even 
those addressing renewable interimttcncy, across the electric value chain.

* * *

1 .. ____ J .. -Wife ~ ~ .... JIU. -'t A c\f\

— “ —\“....... *

! Kleclric Power Research Institute., Economic and Greenhouse Gas Emission Assessment off "tiiizing Energy Storage Systems in
ERGOT. 1017824, Technical Update: November 2009 ' ’ '

14
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potential operational challenges associated with integrating large amounts of intermittent, 
must-take renewable energy into the electric grid.

|jiLVLiiuuit an 133U.L vAiutMiitg pfL/uiwui^ uu mw n aiitMiiiAtMuii gi iu. 1 Ui WAC'lIiS|JlW, 111

extremely variable wind production was causing transmission system performance issues, 
and a large energy storage device firmed or smoothed this energy, it could be 
simultaneously providing the renewable energy smoothing / finning use while also 
improving transmission system performance.

12. System inertia
System inertia is provided today by large, conventional generation resources. The 
“spinning mass” of these devices can provide large amounts of power to the grid 
instantaneously in the case of a system reliability event. While storage would not do this 
exactly, the power electronics associated with a device could be designed such that they 
simulate system inertia by quickly discharging power onto the grid, if and when required.

.

15,
prove the reliability of the transmission grid 
::e could replace a technology solution that 
static VAR Compensator). As explained in 
0 provide one or more useful transmission

An
in
cui
use

21
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:eeting>
* * * * * *

2

I

The Staff of the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC Staff’) 

appreciate this opportunity to provide comments on the California Independent System 

Operator’s (“ISO”) "' ' ansmission Planni 1 ,, (“TPP”) Draft Study Plan

(“Study Plan”) dated February 21,2012 and discussed at the February 28 stakeholder 

meeting. We provide the following limited comments which mainly concern the need to 

provide greater transparency and disclosure in some areas, and especially the need to use 

the latest load forecast and to both include and take into account study cases that project-

continuing (“incremental”) Demand Side Management (DSM) and Combined I.I eat and

Power (Cl.IP) measures over the 10-year planning horizon.

I.

It is essential that planning assumptions be as up to date as possible, and for that 

reason the studies should be based on the current than the Energy Commission revised 

load forecast released on February 21,2012, and if possible, the Energy Commission’s 

final forecast expected to be released by the end of March. Additionally, assessment of

i.i

◄ !i.>
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transmission needs ten years out could be significantly influenced by which Energy

Commission load forecast is used. CPUC resource planning via the I..ong Term

Procurement Plan (I..TPP) process assumes that DSM1 and Cl.IP2 programs will continue

and not simply terminate or “drop off a cliff’ when their currently authorized funding 

ends. Therefore, the LTPP process “manages” load forecasts to include such 

“incremental” CHP and DSM reasonably expected to occur. The selected values are 

modified downward from goals or potential study assumptions to account for uncertainty 

through stakeholder processes. For consistency with resource planning and to avoid a 

narrowly conservative picture 'cars-out transmission needs, the ISO’s 2012-2013

TPP studies should meaningfully assess scenarios that include the above incremental 

DSM and CHP, and should not identify major 10-year transmission needs without 

assessing the extent to which those needs would exist under load forecasts that include 

incremental DSM and Cl.IP.

The Generation Assumptions Should he Consistent with State Policy and 
Reasonable Expectations

2.

The assumptions on generation retirements only include generation units that 

have announced plans for retirement. A significant number of older plants are subject to 

the Water Resource Control Board’s policy on cooling water intake structures. As such, 

these plants will require significant upgrades to operate past the policy’s compliance 

dates. Many of the plant owners have indicated''’ they would repower units if they receive 

a long term contract and will retire the unit if they do not. Previous ISO analysis has 

indicated that not all the older steam generators will be needed. Assuming none of these 

plants retire biases the TPP analysis and provides no information on the trade-off

i! II i C II - fits CfWM—i'ECCtfflwAMTHT 1 Afml.flnC* (yMuCIifrw D tt.Mil e—
IA.MMr.HTCAhn* vf* Dh IldlS... yiiAfiflC'iCiliD* • ITlIt—>12Cl}—
r.rHTCl □ 1 !'
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between any needed transmission upgrades and new generation or repowers.

Furthermore the retirement assumptions should be such that the generation is assumed 

retired consistent with current Water Resource Control Board policy compliance dates. It 

is important to note that to the extent these units are needed for proven reliability reasons, 

the Statewide Advisory Committee on Cooling Water Intake Structures is tasked with 

making annual recommendations to the Water Resource Control Board on any needed 

changes to the implementation schedule.

i

3.

13

The draft 2011-2012 Plan referred to external planning materials when describing 

certain LCR and OTC4 study assumptions. Combined with a more general need for 

greater clarity regarding assumptions for these studies, this made it difficult to assess 

exactly what inputs and assumptions were used.3 This situation can complicate use and 

acceptance of the ISO’s modeling results in other proceedings, and can impair ability to 

understand apparent discrepancies across different studies or projections. Therefore, 

CPUC Staff emphasize the need for clear documentation of LCR a ’

n '-u/miMm+'/Eb.end.rfX>.LfMiB.O 11 AdHi&llOTH/OtlA.!Hn lliitid bfw-xWIh
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study assumptions, within the 2012-2013 TPP Study Plan, and ultimately within the 

2012-2013 Transmission Plan itself.

4.

For several years the ISO, CPUC, and other stakeholders have been pursuing the 

challenging goal of reducing the role of piecemeal transmission planning via the 

generator interconnection process and relying more strongly on holistic and transparent 

planning via the TPP. Recent steps in this direction include Cluster 1-4 deliverability 

study refinements and I integration initiative.

Thus, it is essential to adequately describe and analyze from a system-wide 

perspective any major GIP-driven transmission additions that are being imported directly 

into the 2012-2013 TPP base case. The ISO should explain which executed 

interconnection agreements result in transmission upgrades and their inclusion or 

exclusion from the base case and why this determination was made. Furthermore, there 

should be clear explanation of the correspondence between generation additions driving 

(or supportC' driven transmission additions and the study plan’s established

resource portfolios. The consequences for the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 

portfolios if particular GIP-driven upgrades were to be omitted should also be described.

The above information would support better understanding of the overall role of 

the proposed GIP-driven transmission projects. Additionally and importantly, it would 

inform resource planning and portfolio development.

At a minimum, the additional information that should be reported for any GIP- 

driven transmission facilities included in the base case includes the following.

. The physical/electrical/cconomic characteristics of such facilities,
including voltage, transfer capability increase, endpoints, in-service date 
and cost.

f, $ "@P if! i i fob.rv?W""" tOTIIti? ibid] fofil! i fob.fow'h
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The M'W and locations of (T) the renewable (and other) generation having 
signed interconnection agreements for which the riven facilities are 
needed and (2) separately, the amount of additional generation (beyond 
that having signed interconnection agreements) that could be 
accommodated by such added transmission facilities.

Whether the adc iven facilities would be needed for reliability or
deliverability purposes.

The modeled 8760-hour utilization of the added facilities under the 
different RPS scenarios studied. Such utilization should also be reported 
for other major transmission additions.

..

..

..

5.

This is especially important in light of the anticipated increased importance of the 

TPP to plan delivery network upgrades under integration reforms. The ISO

should clarify the relative roles, in upcoming studies and 2012-2013 Plan development, 

of on-peak deliverability studies conducted for RPS portfolios versus 8760-hour 

simulations of potential resource curtailment (dump energy) for those same portfolios. 

Furthermore, the assumed output levels (relative to maximum capacity) for wind and 

solar generation should be more fully and quantitatively described than in the past, 

particularly for major resource areas and under scenarios (and in locations) where 

transmission additions are identified.

It appears that for the 2011-2012 Plan development, deliverability studies set 

wind and solar output levels somewhere between the 50% and 20% exceedance levels8 

over the Qualifying Capaci ) period9. This suggests that the amount of transmission 

capacity required for deliverability under such conditions would exceed what is needed to

T.It..W 3 7f jB -!!..ififln! J.—r.0 ffiffli Tfilt -ill dflllf2

III i II h 1 i!‘ T"— 12 t.iCOlIlQflQfiTT.TfNib.hi$JwB
%%• i Ilifll -SWlfllZ).hf|—lidHrb %! f.f 1 !• iCCldl-fNtiwi'jf-*
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deliver the resources at their resource adequacy (Net Qualifying Capacity10) levels. This 

should be clarified and justified.

It is unclear, and needs to explained and taken into account when performing and 

interpreting studies, what should be the role of reliability studies conducted for RPS 

portfolios within the Tfifi. For example, arc such results only informational, in that 

reliability network upgrades will be planned via reliability studies conducted for specific 

resources in the interconnection process9 Similarly, the relationship between the ISO’s 

standard Tfifi reliability studies for different parts of the grid (based on North American 

Electrical Reliability Corporation (NERC) and Western Electricity Coordinating Council 

(WECC) reliability criteria) versus reliability studies conducted specifically for RPS 

portfolios should be made clear.

For reliability and deliverability studies:

Differences in assumed wind and solar output levels (dcliverability vs. on- 
peak reliability studies) should be clarified,

The assumed output of thermal generation at risk of retiring by 2022 
should be clearly identified and the consequences of including versus 
excluding this generation in the reliability and dcliverability studies should 
be clearly explained.

.

.

6.
to

Transmission costs can be high and can exceed estimates, especially in California 

and especially when encountering major siting issues. When conducting and reporting on 

economic congestion studies including the anticipated multifaceted Fresno/Central Valley 

study, as well as studies responding to study requests, the ISO should describe the source 

and rationale for transmission cost estimates. Assumptions and methods used to convert 

direct capital costs to total ratepayer costs, and to calculate various kinds of benefits

9 :D DWflnB ..iffl "mm. m-n.is.. iD Gist hn

41
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against which costs arc compared, such as summarized in Section 5.4.4 of the 2011-2012 

draft Plan, should be documented and justified. Finally, given the uncertainties in both 

future circumstances and in appropriate selection of economic parameters, economic 

assessment of large potential transmission projects should be augmented with sensitivity 

analysis regarding key assumptions and economic parameters.

When an analysis performed for a study request identifies an efficient alternative 

to previously identified transmission additions11, the ISO should evaluate which 

alternative produces the best value for ISO ratepayers.

• N-27.

Transmis:

permit transmission additions based on N-2 contingencies. NERC, WECC and ISO 

reliability and planning standards do not require avoidance of load shedding under N-2 

contingencies, but provide that transmission additions to address such contingencies may 

be considered taking into account the specific circumstances of the contingenccs, 

consequences and mitigation. If considering major transmission additions to address N-2 

contingencies, the ISO should provide substantial, transparent analysis and information 

regarding the contingencies and their likelihood; the magnitude, duration and costs of 

load shedding; and the costs and effectiveness of alternative solutions.

icu.lt to

i

8.

Due to conflicting OTC requirements and local air emissions requirements, there 

arises the necessity to perform additional analysis related to compliance that may not just 

be generation retirement or repowering. Transmission improvements specifically to 

reduce reliance < ants as well as particular locations in the transmission topology

NindfHi frtrffHN rt®4NHrt jlfENFfi Wilt' gift pliiJi mil till □>—i fj/fiwt 4—r* Iff! h
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(such as [.CR subareas) are required in order to inform compliance alternatives for

generating asset owners who have the choice of cither retirement inside the current ISO 

transmission topology, repowering inside the current ISO topology, or undertaking 

another alternative such as refitting their water intake structures. Most importantly, 

transmission improvements for a future ISO transmission topology that reduce LCR 

requirements in sub-areas also needs to be examined, which the ISO has not addressed in 

a systematic manner. It is critical to be able to evaluate these tradeoffs in order to 

minimize ratepayer costs and make the most efficient decisions possible about future 

re source i nves tm ent.

be Consistent with State Policy and9.

Due to conflicting OTC requirements and local air emissions requirements, there 

arises the necessity to perform additional analysis related to meeting reliability needs by 

creating options other than generation retirement or repowering. Transmission 

improvements specifically to reduce reliance on OTC plants as well as particular 

locations in the transmission topology (such as LCR subareas) are required in order to 

inform compliance alternatives for generating asset owners who have the choice of cither 

retirement inside the current ISO transmission topology, repowering inside the current 

ISO topology, or undertaking another alternative such as refitting their water intake 

structures. Most importantly, transmission improvements for a future ISO transmission

topology that reduce I.CR requirements in sub-areas also needs to be examined, which

the ISO has not addressed in a systematic manner. It is critical to be able to evaluate 

these tradeoffs in order to minimize ratepayer costs and make the most efficient decisions 

possible about future resource investment.

Contacts:

Keith White, kwh@cpuc.ca.gov!

i
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Where Does Reactive Power Come From?

ffi “Power” refers to the energy-related quantities 

flowing in the T&D network
ffi Instantaneously, Power is the product of voltage and 

current
ffi When voltage and current are not in phase or in 

synch, there are two components
ffi Real or active power is measured in Watts
ffi Reactive (sometimes referred to as imaginary) 

power is measured in Vars
ffi The combination (vector product) is Complex 

Power or Apparent Power
ffi The term “Power” normally refers to active power
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Why Do We Need Reactive Power
(“Signatures of the Blackout of 2003”, 

Roger C. Dugan et. al.)

“Reactive power (vars) is required to maintain 

the voltage to deliver active power (watts) 

through transmission lines. Motor loads and 

other loads require reactive power to convert 

the flow of electrons into useful work. When 

there is not enough reactive power, the voltage 

sags down and it is not possible to push the 

power demanded by loads through the lines. ”
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Reactive Power Compensation Devices 

Advantages and Disadvantages

ffi Synchronous Condensors - synchronous machines 

designed exclusively to provide reactive power 

support
ffi At the receiving end of long transmission lines
ffi In important substations
ffi In conjunction with HVDC converter stations.
ffi Reactive power output is continuously controllable

ffi Static VAR compensators - combine capacitors and 

inductors with fast switching (sub cycle, such as 

<1/50 sec) timeframe capability
ffi Voltage is regulated according to a slope (droop) 

characteristic
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Local Capacity.1.echnical Study
' • • w - "" •

ii. i

.This jcuments the results , rvf l-hQ OHIO I r\ooJ

November 10,

jsed for the 2
Study mirro i oorl in ftl0 which were previously 

Group (“LSAG”)1, an

n its preparation for
ro
C to assist the

o the • i its
ftuy! qi 11 „

” or “LChr (mir
f« )f any

dsjitiiiieiii ui Id

>E
Jl I be fuIUUUU II IWtW til ic,4t

the

o
. values, asc lUlllHOI! til its

1 The LSAG consists of a representative cross-section of stakeholders, technically qualified to assess the 
issues related to the study assumptions, process and criteria of the existing LCT Study methodology and 
to recommend changes, where needed.
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2013 LCR Need Based on 
Category B

2 sed Based on
Category C v crating 

procedu
Qualifying Capacity

U

143t 143
a st / ego

Zm Z/ 0 629 0 629y
o 1408 218* 1930
0 154* 567
0 0 4502
0 0 1786
0 42* 525
0 0

0 0

0

0 23376

| 2012 LCR Need Based on J 2012 LCR Need Based on 
Category B

procedure
QF/ I 

Muni 
(MW)

T Total
(MW)

Total
(MW)

Total
(MW)Capacity

Needed
Capacity
Needed**(MW) cy cy

t 54 168 222 159 0 159 190 22* 212
ast / 131 728 859 613 0 613 613 0 613North Bay

1277 760 2037 1489 36* 1525 1685 289* 1974
246 259 505 145 0 145 389 178* 567
1312 5276 6588 3647 0 3647 0
356 2414 2770 1873 0 1899 8* 19071873)
602 9 611 180 0 180

4029 8054 12083 10865 0 10865 10865 0 10865

1 iy'i 3093 3093 0 30934U41 3Z3Z zuyz uVentura
162 2925 3087 2849 0 2849 2849 95* 2944

2
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* No local area is “overall deficient”. Resource deficiency values result from a few deficient sub-areas; and 
since there are no resources that can mitigate this deficiency the numbers are carried forward into the 
total area needs. Resource deficient sub-area implies that in order to comply with the criteria, at summer 
peak, load may be shed immediately after the first contingency.
** Since “deficiency" cannot be mitigated by any available resource, the “Existing Capacity Needed" will 
be split among LSEs on a load share ratio during the assignment of local area resource responsibility.
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3tpl T.2 System Performance Criterion - Effective April 1 2012
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E local resource allocation,, .The I.SE local

required by the ISO 
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III.

A.

Key Study AssumptionsB.

1.

.rhe I criteria, input
assumptions 

studies, .Fries in;

■ tudy

0, 2011,

a si, I i ry of the approved inputs and 

previous 1 studies as well as this 1 1

in

8
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ll<m are they incorporated into this IX T study:

ffj T

C

1 \SJ U8JV.II. O.J Kul IVU HVf %,./ y UfW v_. / V s. ■ vm .

The existing generation resources has been modeled and also 
includes all projects that will be on.line and commercial on or
before June I, of the study year

ffi Generation Modeled

Uses a 1.in.10 year summer peak load forecastffi Load Forecast

Import capability into the load pocket has been maximized, thus 
minimizing the generation required in the load pocket to meet 
applicable reliability requirements.

Import Capability

Regulatory Must.take and similarly situated units like
QF/Nuclear/State/Federal resources have been modeled on.line
at qualifying capacity output values for purposes of this LCT 
Study.

ffi QF/Nuclear/State/Fcdcral Units

Path flows have been maintained below all established path 
ratings into the load pockets, including the 500 kV. For 
clarification, given the existing transmission system 
configuration, the only 500 kV path that flows directly into a 
load pocket and will, therefore, be considered in this LCR Study 
is the South of Lugo_tntnsler path flowing into the LAJJasirt. _ _

ffi Maintaining Path Flows

Performance Criteria:

This LCT Study is being published based on Performance Level
B and Performance Level C criterion, yielding the low and high 
range LCR scenarios. In addition, the CAISO will incorporate
all new projects and other feasible and CAISO.approved
operational solutions brought forth by the PTOs that can be 
operational on or before June 1, of the study year. Any such 
solutions that can reduce the need for procurement to meet the 
Performance Level C criteria will be incorporated into the LCT

ffi &C,
on ofPTO

Study.

traduced based on load pockets
a The CAISO only publishes 
they arc useful in facilitating 

acity exists within a load pocket.

idary, including 
limited reference to published
effectiveness factors

1 t ZY V/ Vi

i

I

Further
provided in Section III

are

7
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c.
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n fuirements:

uF/Selfgen
(MW)
584 0

15.

sj Lines

Lines

1
1
1
1 i

.r '■rounding It in area:
out

22 A single contingency means that the system will be able the survive the loss of a single element, 
however the operators will not have any means (other than load drop) in order to bring the system within 
a safe operating zone and get prepared for the next contingency as required by NERC transmission 
operations standards,
23 Multiple contingencies means that the system will be able the survive the loss of a single element, and 
the operators will have enough generation (other operating procedures) in order to bring the system 
within a safe operating zone and get prepared for the next contingency as required by NERC 
transmission operations standards.

73
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t

MW pumps resulting in . mps of 19,480 MW.

.Total i in frit

(unit TIkV

174 56
175.00 
332.18 
335.67 
497.97 
495 00 
49.40 
48 00
48 00
49 40 
40.64 
54.28 
54 28 
54.28 
54.28 
27 14 
27 15 
0.00 
45.38
65.00 
0.15 
11 29

1 Western Market
2 Western Market}

3 Western Marketl
4 Western Market
5 Western Market>

24181 6 Western Marketi
1 25211 1 Western MUNI
2 25212 2 Western MUNI

3 Western MUNI
4 Western MUNI
1 Western Aug NQC MUNI
1 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
2 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
3 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
4 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
5 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
6 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

BARRE Western Not modeled QF/Selfgen
BARPKGEN 1 Western Market
3RODWYSC 1 Western MUNI

r BUCKWIND W5 None Aug NQC Wind
CABAZON 1 None Aug NQC Wind

Not modeled 
Aug NQCCENTER S 88 18.10 Western QF/Selfgen

CENTER S 1.91 Western Not modeled QF/Selfgen
2TRPKGEN 44 57 

36 00
1 Western Market

CLTNCTRY 1 None Aug NQC MUNI
CHEVGEN1 0 00 1 Western, El Nido Aug NQC QF/Selfgen1

CHEVMN 2 UNITS 24023 CHEVGEN2 13.8 0 00 2 Western, El Nido Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
Not modeled 

Aug NQCCHINO 68 7 83 Western QF/Selfgen

C 0.00 Western Not modeled Market
Cl 25 29 1 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen;

74
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kV

13.3 27 15 1 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
RR 1.37 Western Market

43 00 
14.00 
14 00

1 None MUNI
None Not modeled MUNI
None Not modeled MUNI

1.51 QF None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
2 94 QF None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
0 56 
1.73

QF None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
QF None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

1 35
2 50 
0 59 
2.28

Q1 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
Q2 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
Q1 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
Q2 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

0.27 
6 68

W1 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
QF None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

2 01 QF None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
1.79 
1 53 
3 58

QF None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
EU None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
Q1 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

2 41 Q2 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
0 80 
2.68

Q1 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
DEVERS 1 QF Q2 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

Not modeled 
NQCDMDVLY 1 UNITS 6.9 1.39 None QF/Selfgen

DREWS 6 PL1X4 . 36 00
67 15 
67 15 
50 35 
50 35

1 None Aug NQC MUNI
DVLCYN..1..UNITS 3 None Aug NQC MUNI
DVLC' ; 4 None Aug NQC MUNI
DVLC ; 1 None Aug NQC MUNI
DVLC ; 2 None Aug NQC MUNI

Not modeled 
Aug NQCELLIS 2 QF 66 0.00 Western, Ellis QF/Selfgen

ELSEGN 7 UNIT 3 335 00 
335 00

3 Western, El Nido Market
ELSEGN 7 UNIT 4 4 Western, El Nido Market

Not modeled 
..Aug NQCETIWND 2 FONTNA 66 0.81 None QF/Selfgen

Not modeled 
Aug NQCETIWND 2 QF 24055 ETIWANDA 66 14 86 None QF/Selfgen

Not modeledETIWND 2 SOLAR 24055 ETIWANDA 66 0 00 None MarketAug NQC
ETIWND 6 GRPLND 29305 ETWPKGEN 13.8 42.53 1 None Market
ETIWND 6 IVIWDETI 25422 ETI MWDG 13.8 10.37 1 None Aug NQC Market

Not modeled 
Aug NQCETIWND 7 MIDVLY 1.54 None QF/Selfgenfif

ETIWND 7 UNIT 3 320.00 
320 00

3 None Market
ETIWND 7 UNIT 4 4 None Market
GARN 5 0.71 G1 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
GARN 5 0 25 G2 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
GARN 5 0.51 G3 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
GARN 5 0 25 PC None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
GARNET..1..WIND 0.66 W2 None Aug NQC Wind

75
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l
B"~ “

0 66 VV3 
22 30 
22 30 
44 83 
42.42 
76.28 
1186 HP 
11 86 LP
21 46g(|
IHll2
65 00 3
65 00 4
28.38 
225.75 1
225.80 2
42 00 
42 00 
42 00 
335 00 1
335 00 1

None Aug NQC Wind
1 Western MUNI
1 Western MUNI

Western Not modeled MUNI
Western Not modeled MUNI

1 Western Market
Western Market
Western Market

1 Western Aug NQC Market
1 Western Market

Western Market
Western Market
Western Market

1 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
Western, Ellis Market
Western, Ellis Market

1 None Market
1 None Market
1 None Market

Valley Aug NQC Market
Valley Aug NQC Market

Not modeled 
Aug NQC0 00 Western, Ellis QF/Selfgen

LACIEN 2 VENICE i 4 45 1 Western, El Nido Aug NQC MUNI
Not modeled 

Aug NQCLAFRES 6 QF 2 55 Western, El Nido QF/Selfgen

Not modeled 
Aug NQCL 68 10 60 Western QF/Selfgen

L 13.8 46 55 1 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
Not modeled 

Aug NQCLGHTHP 6 QF 24083 LITEHIPE 66 1.10 Western QF/Selfgen

Not modeled 
Aug NQCMESAS 2 QF 24209 MESA CAL 66 1.06 Western QF/Selfgen

Not modeledMIRLOM 2 CORONA None QF/SelfgenAug NQC
Not modeled 

Aug NQCMIRLOM 2 TEMESC None QF/Selfgen

29.78 _J_
43.18 1

None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
3L None MarketL

Not modeled 
Aug NQC

)i\ 4.60 None MUNI

6 00 1 None Aug NQC Market
6 00 2 None Aug NQC MarketMJ
6 00 3 None Aug NQC Market

’ S1 None Aug NQC WindA/N
. S2 None Aug NQC Wind
2 88 S3 None Aug NQC Wind
3.13 Western Not modeled QF/Selfgen1
0 78 1 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

Not modeled 
Aug NQCOLINDA 7 LNDFIL 24201 BARRE 66 4.50 Western QF/Selfgen

PADUA 2 ONTARO 24111 PADUA 66 0 91 None Not modeled QF/Selfgen
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MKT/SCHED
RESOURCE ID

Not modeled 
Aug NQCPADUA 6 MWDSDM 24111 PADUA 68 7.70 None MUNI

Not modeled 
Aug NQCPADUA 6 QF 24111 PADUA 66 0.74 None QF/Selfgen

Not modeled 
Aug NQCPADUA 7 SDIMAS 24111 PADUA 66 1.05 None QF/Selfgen

Not modeledPWEST 1 UNIT Western MarketAug NQC
178.87 
175.00 
505.96 
495 90

5 Western
Western
Western

Market
Market6

7 Market
8 Western Market

Not modeled 
Aug NQC2 54 Western QF/Selfgen

Not modeled86 0.00 Western MarketAug NQC
48 50 
48.50 
48 35 
48 50 
36.00

1 None MUNI
1 None MUNI

4 0 0 1 None MUNI
1 None MUNI
1 None Market

6 08 1 Western, Ellis Aug NQC Market
129 71 
129 71 
225 08 
129.71 
129 71 
225 08

1 None Market
1 None Market
1 None Market
1 None Market
1 None Market
1 None Market

Not modeled 
Aug NQC0 14 None QF/Selfgen5btKLIU Z Ut. ZAZ 1 4 SftNbKUlMU OD

Not modeledSBERDO 2 SNTANA 24214 SANBRDNO 68 0.27 None QF/SelfgenAug NQC
Not modeled 

Aug NQCSBERDO f K 24''1.4 O AMDDTOiin fifi 1 28 None QF/Selfgen

SONGS 1 24
24i i

1122 00 _2 
1124 00 3

Western Nuclear>
SONGS 1 Western Nuclears

Not modeledTIFFNY 1 1 WindAnn MAO

VALLEY 5 PERRIS 24180 VALLEYSC 7 94 Valley

VALLEY 5 REDIVITN 24180 VALLEYSC 115 2.00 Valley

V/ 7 BADLND 24180 VALLEYSC 115 0.54 Valley

VALLEY 7 UNITA1 24180 VALLEYSC 115 1.34 Valley
f ‘--a

5.75 Western Not modeled MUNI
5 75 Western Not modeled MUNI

42.37 
42 37 
49 26

C1 Western MUNI
C2 Western MUNI
S3 Western MUNI

Not modeled 
Aug NQC4.10 Western QF/Selfgenfif
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T lkV

\ 66 0 00 Western

0 17 1 None Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
V HILLGEN 47 07 1 Western Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

Not modeled 
Aug NQCV WALNUT 66 3.43 Western Market

Not modeledWALNUT 7 WCOVST WALNUT 66 2.98 Western MarketAug NQC
WHTWTR f WINDA1 WHITEWTR 33 8 26 1 None Aug NQC Wind

No NQC- 
hist, dataARCQGN 2 UNITS BRIGEN 13.3 0 00 1 Western Market

No NQC- 
hist, dataI.IINSQN 6 QF HINSON 66 0.00 ; 1 Western QF/Selfgen

No NQC-
hist, data13.8 30 30 1INLAND 6 UNIT INLAND None QF/Selfgen

No NQC- 
hist, dataMOBGEN 6 UNIT 1 24094 MOBGEN 13.3 20.20 1 Western, El Nido QF/Selfgen

No NQC- 
hist, dataNA 24324 SANIGEN 13.3 6 80 D1 None QF/Selfgen

No NQC- 
hist, data13.3 0.00 1NA 24325 ORCOGEN Western, Ellis QF/Selfgen

No NQC- 
t. dataNA 24327 THUMSGEN 13.8 40.00 1 Western QF/Selfgen

NQC -
:. dataNA 24323 CARBGEN2 13.8 15.2 1 Western Market

NQC-
;. data13.8 20.2 1NA 24329 MOBGEN2 Western, El Nido QF/Selfgen

NQC -
t. dataNA 24330 OUTFALL 1 13.8 0 00 1 Western, El Nido QF/Selfgen

NQC -
hist, dataNA 24331 GUTFALL2 13.8 0.00 1 Western, El Nido QF/Selfgen

NoNQC- 
hist, dataNA 24332 PALOGEN 13.8 3 60 D1 Western, El Nido QF/Selfgen

No NQC-
hist, dataNA 24341 COYGEN 13.8 0.00 1 Western, Ellis QF/Selfgen

No NQC- 
hist, data1NA 24342 FEDGEN 13.8 0.00 Western QF/Selfgen

No NQC - 
hist, dataNA 24339 BLAST 115 45 00 1 None QF/Selfgen

NoNQC - 
hist, dataNA 45 00 1 None Wind

NoNQC - 
hist, dataNA 16 50 1 None Wind

No NQC -
hist, dataNA 44 40 S1 None Wind

NoNQC - 
hist, dataNA 22 20 S2 None Wind

No NQC -
hist, dataNA SEAWEST 115 22 40 S3 None Wind

No NQC - 
hist, dataNA ALTAMSA4 115 40 00 None Wind

NoNQC- 
hist, dataNA CLEARGEN 13.8 0.00 1 None QF/Selfgen

No NQC-
hist, dataNA DELGEN 13.3 0.00 1 None QF/Selfgen

NoNQC- 
PmaxNA REFUSE 13.3 9 90 D1 Western QF/Selfgenizyyo i
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13.3 24.90 D1NA Western

HNTGBH 7 UNIT: 0.00 3 Western, Ellis Retired Market
HNTGBH 7 UNIT- 0.00 4 Western, Ellis Retired Market

NoNGC- 
PmaxNew unit EME WCG1 13.8 100 1 Western Market

No NQC-
PmaxNew unit EME WCG2 13.8 100 1 Western Market

No NQC- 
PmaxNew unit EME WCG3 13.8 100 1 Western Market

NoNQC- 
PmaxNew unit EME WCG4 13.8 100 1 Western Market

No NQC- 
PmaxNew unit 13.8 100 1 Western Market

No NQC- 
PmaxNew unit 18 175 5 Western, El Nido Market

I NoNQC- 
PmaxNew unit 18 280 7 Western, El Nido Market

•+ NoNQC- 
Pmax175New unit NRG ELG8 18 , 6 Western, El Nido Market143300

Ma|
XJ>

2. Hi J

3. De substation

4.

Critical Contingency Analysis Summary

reliable load

E

.r
me
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Gen ID
3

34
1 \J<C,

1 32
1 32
1 28
1 28
1 28
1 28
1 28
1 28
1 28
2 28
R1 22
R2 27
R3 27
R4 27
1 27
1 27
1 27

y....

Qh 27
W3 27
1 27
1 27
1 27
1 27

j 1 27
1 27
1 27
1 27
1 27
1 27
1 27
1 26
2 26
3 28

26
Gl.. 26
Gl.. 26
Q1 26
r*9 26
Gl.. 26
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« îi. y.......

Ql. 26
«^i. y.......Qf. 26
EE LJ 26

26
Q1 26
n 9VX<d< 26

) S1
) S3 
) S2

28
26
26

1 26
1 26
1 26
«^i. y.......Uh 25
1 25
2 25
3 25
1 23
1 20

2 2o

3 2o

22
1 21
1 21
01 21
D1 21
1 20
1 20
1 20
5 19
1 19
2 19
3 19

19
2 19
3 19
1 19
1 19
1 19
1 18
2 18
3 18

18
6 18
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R7 17
D1 17
1 17
1 17
1 17
1 17
1 17
1 16
1 16

SIGGEN D1 16
1 15
2 15
3 15
4 15
5 15
6 15

1 1
1 1 
2 2

15
15
15

1 15
D1 15
2 15
3 15
1 15

•\ 1 15
4. LP 15
"2 I.IP 15

D1 15
1 15
4 15
RS 15
R6 15
1 15
1 15
1 15
1 15
D1 15
R1 15
R2 15
R3 15
R4 15

VENICE 
LBEACH7G R7

1 15
15

82
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R8 15
R9 15
3 14
4 14
5 143
8 145
7 143
8 143
1 14
5 14
8 14
7 14
D1 13

B;
BLY1CT1
BLY1CT2
FEDGEN

1 13
1 13
1 13
1 13
S3 12
C2 12
C1 12
1 10
1 10
1 10

Severs

10
ecessary for reliab

he sub.area have the

line.
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3.

the above.u

ID

1 30
1 29
2 29
3 29
4 29
5 23
6 23
1 22
2 22
3 22
4 22
R7 22

I.IUNT1 G
I.IUNT2 G
I.IUNT3 G
I.IUNT4 G
QRCOGEN
SANTIAGO
COYGEN
ARCO 1G
ARGO 2G
ARCO 3G 
ARCO 4G
BRIGEN

1 22
2 22
3 22
4 22
1 21
1 16
1 16
1 15
2 15
3 15
4 15
1 15
1 15(
1 15
D1 15

l 2 15
24171
24062
25510

l 3 15
1 15

1 LP 15
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15
15i

15
15

R5 15
R6 15
1 15
1 15
pj j 15
R8 15
R9 15
5 14
6 14
1 14
2 14

14
1 14
1 14
1 14
1 14
1 14
D1 14
R1 14
#.1 nR2 14
R3 14
R4 14
1 14
D1 14
C 14
6 14

14
3 13
5 13
6 13

13
8 13

REFUSE D1 12
1 12
C <1 1 'I

11
C1 11
1 g

1 g
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I 1 9
D1 8
1 5
1 5
1 5
1 5
1 5

.There are
could OV€

Ellii alibration

a.

3 El
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he sub.area have the same effectiveness factors.

in Overall Requirements:

QF/Wind Muni Nuclear
(MW) (MW) (MW)

Availabl ration 1040 1166 2248 13127

Deficiency
(MW)

0 =□0

ora Area are:

1) neirs
2)
3)
4) ie
5)
8)

Creek/Vent 5a:bou ' TO UII

1) 230 KV is in
2)
3)
4) i is in

24 A single contingency means that the system will be able the survive the loss of a single element, 
however the operators will not have any means (other than load drop) in order to bring the system within 
a safe operating zone and get prepared for the next contingency as required by NERC transmission 
operations standards,
23 Multiple contingencies means that the system will be able the survive the loss of a single element, and 
the operators will have enough generation (other operating procedures) in order to bring the system 
within a safe operating zone and get prepared for the next contingency as required by NERC 
transmission operations standards.
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5)
8) in

MW of pumps +

NQC fljtu

16.00 1 Big Creek 
Big Creek

Aug NQC Market
2 91 1 Aug NQC Wind
15 09 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
5 45 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
1 87 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
7 49 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
241 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
2 41 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
0 88 Big Creek Aug NQC Windi ire

ANTLPE t 2 59 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
ANTLPE t 1 76 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
ANTLPE t 1 71 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
ANTLPE t 0 60 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind
ANTLPE t 1 07 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Wind

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 E 19 38 1 Aug NQC Marketi :i

Big Creek,
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 E 24308 B CRK1-1 7.2 21 03 2 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24307 B CRK1-2 13.8 21 03 3 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, Vestal24307 B CRK1-2 13.8 30 39 4 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, Vestal24308 B CRK2-1 13.8 49 48 1 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, Vestal24308 B CRK2-1 13.8 50 64 2 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24309 B CRK2-2 7.2 18 22 3 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Recto!BIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24309 B CRK2-2 7.2 19.19 4 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24310 B CRK2-3 7.2 16 55 5 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24310 B CRK2-3 7.2 18 02 6 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24311 B CRK3-1 13.8 34 09 1 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24311 B CRK3-1 13.8 34 09 2 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24312 B CRK3-2 13.8 34 09 3 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24312 B CRK3-2 13.8 39 93 4 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalBIGCRK 2 EXESWD 24313 B CRK3-3 13.8 37 99 5 Aug NQC Market
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49.09 41

B CRK 4 49 28 42 Market

B CRK 8 13.8 23 76 81 Market

B CRK 8 13.8 42 85 82 Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalMAMOTH1G 91 07 1 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalMAMOTH2G 13.8 91.07 2 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalPORTAL 4.8 9 35 1 Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, Vestal13.8 199.00 1 Market

23 27 
23.27 
23 27 
23.27 
23.27 
23.27 
23.27 
23 27 
23.27 
23.27 
23.26 
23.26 
23.26 
23.26

1 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
2 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
3 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
4 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
5 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
6 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
7 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
8 Big Creek
9 Big Creek
10 Big Creek

Pumps
Pumps
Pumps

MUNI
MUNI
MUNI

A A

11 Big Creek Pumps MUNICUIVIVJINO Z. INOrilN

EDMONS 2 NSPIN 12 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
EDMONS 2 NSPIN 13 Big Creek Pumps MUNI

14EDMONS 2 NSPIN Big Creek Pumps MUNI
Ventura, 
3. Clara, 
Moorpark

Not modeled 
Aug NQCG F G 68 0 14 QF/Selfgen

Ventura, 
S.Clara,1G _LWOD 28004 ELLWOOD 13.8 54 00 Market

Moorpark
Ventura, 
S.Clara, Not modeled 

Aug NQCG XGEN 24057 G 66 1.17 QF/Selfgen
Moorpark
Ventura, 
S.Clara, Not modeled 

Aug NQCG «TA 24057 G 66 1.41 QF/Selfgen
Moorpark
Ventura, 
S.Clara, Not modeled 

Aug NQCG 24057 G 66 2.90 Market
Moorpark

KERRGN..1..UNIT 1 24437 KERNRVR 9.03 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Market
PSTRIAG1LEBECS 2 UNITS 28051 157 90 

157 90 
162 40
157.90
78.90

G1 Big Creek Aug NQC Market
LEBECS 2 UNITS 28052 PSTRIAG2 G2 Big Creek Aug NQC Market
LEBECS 2 UNITS 28053 PSTRIAS1 S1 Big Creek Aug NQC Market
LEBECS 2 UNITS 28054 PSTRIAG3 G3 Big Creek Aug NQC Market
LEBECS 2 UNITS 28055 PSTRIAS2 S2 Big Creek Aug NQC Market

Ventura,
MoorparkMNDALY 7 UNIT 1 24089 MANDLY1G 215 00 1 Market

Ventura,
MoorparkMNDALY 7 UNIT 2 24090 MANDLY2G 215 29 2 Market
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Ventura, 
S.Clara, 

Moorpark
< 7 UNITS 24222 MANDLY3G 18 130 00 3 Market

OREL 24458 BOREL 66 8.98 1 Big Creek Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
Ventura,
Moorparkl\ I 2 CALABS 24099 MOORPARK 230 6.96 Not modeled Market

Ventura,
Moorpark

Not modeledMOORPK 6 QF 24098 MOORPARK 66 26 44 QF/SelfgenAug NQC
Ventura,
Moorpark

Not modeled
Aug NQCMOORPK 7 UNITA1 66 1 24 QF/Selfgen

OMAR 2 UNIT 1 77 25 
77.25 
77.25 
77.25

1 Big Creek QF/Selfgen
OMAR 2 UNIT 2 2 Big Creek QF/Selfgen

3 Big Creek QF/Selfgen
4 Big Creek QF/Selfgen

Ventura,
Moorpark28 741 27 1 Market

Ventura,
Moorpark28 775 00 2 Market

3 63 
3.63 
3 63 
3.63 
3.63 
3.63 
3 63 
3.63

1 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
2 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
3 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
4 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
5 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
6 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
7 Big Creek Pumps MUNI
8 Big Creek Pumps MUNI

Big Creek, 
VestalUNIT 24113 PANDOL 13.8 24.81 1 Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

Big Creek, 
VestalUNIT 24113 PANDOL 13.8 20 21 2 Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

Big Creek, 
Rector, Vestal

Not modeled
Aug NQCRECTOR 2 KAWEAH 24212 RECTOR 66 1 45 Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, Vestal

Not modeled
Aug NQCRECTOR 2 KAWH 1 24212 RECTOR 0 71 Market

Big Creek, 
Rector, Vestal

Not modeled 
Aug NQCRECTOR 2 QF 24212 RECTOR 5 34 QF/Selfgenuu

Big Creek, 
Rector, VestalRECTOR 7 TULARE 24212 RECTOR 68 1.60 Not modeled QF/Selfgen

Not modeled 
Aug NQCSAUGUS 2 TOLAND 24135 SAUGUS 66 0.72 Big Creek Market

Not modeledSAUGUS 6 MWDFTH 24135 SAUGUS 68 7.50 Big Creek MUNIAug NQC
SAUGUS 6 PTCHGN 24118 PITCHGEN 13.8 19.12 1 Big Creek Aug NQC MUNI

Not modeled 
Aug NQCSAUGUS 6 QF 24135 SAUGUS 68 0 92 Big Creek QF/Selfgen

Not modeled
Aug NQC..SAUGUS 7 CHIQCN 24135 SAUGUS 68 6.67 Big Creek Market

Not modeled 
Aug NQCSAUGUS 7 LOPEZ 24135 SAUGUS 68 5 39 Big Creek QF/Selfgen

Ventura,
S.Clara,
Moorpark

SNCLRA 6 OXGEN 24110 OXGEN 13.8 33.53 1 Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

Ventura, 
S.Clara,SNCLRA 6 PROCGN 24119 PROCGEN 13.8 46.16 1 Aug NQC Market

Moorpark
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24127 S.CLARA 68 1.09 1 QF/Selfgen

Ventura, 
S.Clara, 

Moorpark
8NCLRA 6 WILLMT 24159 WILLAMET 13.3 12.63 1 Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

Big Not modeled 
Aug NQC

i

SPRGVL 2 QF 24215 SPRINGVL 66 0.25 QF/SelfgenRecto
Big Creek, 

Rector, Vestal
Not modeledSPRGVL 2 IULE 24215 SPRINGVL 66 0.63 MarketAug NQC

Big Creek, 
Rector, Vestal

Not modeledSPRGVL 2 TULESC 24215 SPRINGVL 66 0 39 MarketAug NQC
SYCAMR 2 UNITS 24143 SYCCYN1G 13.8 57 56 

57 56 
57 56 
57.55 
18.35 
18 35

1 Big Creek Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
SYCAMR 2 UNITS 24144 SYCCYN2G 13.8 2 Big Creek Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
SYCAMR 2 UNITS 24145 SYCCYN3G 13.8 3 Big Creek Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
SYCAMR 2 UNITS 24146 SYCCYN4G 13.8 4 Big Creek Aug NQC QF/Selfgen
TENGEN 2 PL1X2 24148 TENNGEN1 13.8 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Market
TENGEN 2 PL1X2 24149 TENNGEN2 13.8 2 Big Creek Aug NQC Market

Big Creek, 
VestalVESTAL 2 KERN 24152 VESTAL 66 6 72 1 Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

Big Creek, 
Vestal

Not modeled 
Aug NQCVESTAL 6 QF 24152 66 5.06 QF/Selfgen

Big Creek, 
VestalVESTAL 6 ULTRGN 24150 4 13.8 34.70 1 Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

Big Creek, 
VestalVESTAL 6 WDFIRE 23008 13.8 5.57 1 Aug NQC QF/Selfgen

WARf JIT 25651 13.8 38 00 
38 00

1 Big Creek Aug NQC Market
WARNE 2 UNIT 25652 13.3 1 Big Creek Aug NQC Market

No NQC- 
hist, dataAPPGEN 6 UNIT 1 24009 3 13.8 0.00 1 Big Creek Market

No NQC- 
hist, dataAPPGEN 6 UNIT 1 24010 APPGEN2G 13.3 0.00 2 Big Creek Market

Ventura, 
S.Clara, No NQC- 

hist, dataMNDALY 6 MCGRTI.I 29306 MCGPKGEN 13.3 47 00 1 Market
Moorpark
Ventura, 
3. Clara, 
Moorpark

No NQC-
hist, dataNA 24326 Exgenl 13.3 0.00 S1 QF/Selfgen

Ventura, 
S.Clara, 
Moorpark

No NQC-
hist, dataNA 24340 CHARM IN 13.3 15 20 1 QF/Selfgen

Ventura, 
3. Clara, 
Moorpark

No NQC-
hist, dataNA 24362 Exgen2 13.3 0 00 G1 QF/Selfgen

Big Creek, 
Rector, Vestal

No NQC- 
hist, dataNA 24370 Kawgen 13.8 0.00 1 Market

Big Creek, 
Vestal

NoNQC- 
hist, dataNA 24372 KR 3-1 13.8 0.00 1 QF/Selfgen

Big Creek, 
Vestal

NoNQC-
hist, dataNA 24373 KR 3-2 13.3 0 00 1 QF/Selfgen

NoNQC-
hist, dataNA 24422 PALMDALE 66 0 00 1 Big Creek Market

No NQC-
hist, dataNA 24436 GOLDTOWN 66 0 00 1 Big Creek Market
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Major

1. st

Critical Confirm M ..... * .? ._ .rv

i

mimmum gene

area.

3

effectiveness to any one of the 

30.Victorville 500 kV followed by one

D1
D1 35

Ti D2 35
A 1 34

2 34
1 34
2 34
3 34
1 33
1 33
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2 Xj Zw

1 xJ z»

1 31
1 31
01 31
S1 31
G1 31
52 30
jT** O 30
S1 30
ij z 30
G1 30
1 30
2 30
3 30

30
5 30
6 30

30
8 30
g 30
10 30
13 30
14 30
1 30
01 30
01 30
D1 30
1 30
11 29
12 29
3 29
1 29
2 29

29
8 29
1 29
1 28
1

24113 2 22

QQ\J xJ
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LAKEGEN 1
ULTRAGEN 1 
VESTAL
KR 3.1

27
27

1 27
1 27
2 27
1 26
2 26
3 26
4 26
1 26
2 26
3 26
4 26
1 25

B 1 25
B 2 25
B 2 3 25
B 2 4 25
B 1 1 25
B 1 2 25
B 2 3 25
B 2 4 25
B 3 5 25
B 3 6 25
B 1 25
B 2 25
B 2 3 25
B 2 4 25
B 3 5 25
B 41 25
B 42 25
B 81 25

82 25
G 1 
G 2

25
25

1 22
1 17
1 17
1 17

ID 1 17

94
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1 17
1 17
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 15

i this sub.area.

5% effectiveness to the above.

Gen Bus
1 45
1 41
1 41
2 41
3 41
4 41
1 41
1 40

B CRK2 2 40
E 3 40
E 4 40
E 81 40

24315
24310
24310
24311
24311
24312
24312
24313
24317
24318
24314 
24314

i/ n 82 40
E 5 39
E 6 39
E 1 39

K3-1 2 39
3 39
4 39
5 39
1 39
2 39

K 4 
K 4

41 38
42 38
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)f one of the
/ice, which would 

limiting

5 104 MW of QF 

swing capability

coi

generation) as the minimun 

within this sub.area.

llilll ii ■ouiu>.aicci.

) Eff Fctr (%}
1

24113
24113
24150
24372
24373 
24152 
24370 
24319 
24306
24306
24307
24307
24308
24308
24309
24309
24310
24310 
24315 
24315 
24323
24311
24311
24312
24312
24313
24317
24318
24314

1
2
1
1
2
1
1

1
1
2

K1-2 3
E 4
E 1
E 2
E 3
E 4
E 5
E 6

K 8 81
82
1
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
41
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24314 K 4 42 22

ror th ■ ara sub-area is the loss of the Pardee to

he sub.area have the same effectiveness factors.

;

he sub.area have the same effectiveness factors.

*<%#s;" * - T

Market Hying
(MW)(MW) C;

4097
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Existing Generation
Needed (MW)

Deficiency Total MW 
LCR Need(MW)

2181 0 2161
2241 0 2241

jgo-lmperiai Valley Area

lines forming a boundary around the imperialr

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
8)7)

8)
3)
10

.The si

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
8)
7)

8)
3)
10)

.Total 2013 b h 124
in total load ■

26 A single contingency means that the system will be able the survive the loss of a single element, 
however the operators will not have any means (other than load drop) in order to bring the system within 
a safe operating zone and get prepared for the next contingency as required by NERC transmission 
operations standards,
2' Multiple contingencies means that the system will be able the survive the loss of a single element, and 
the operators will have enough generation (other operating procedures) in order to bring the system 
within a safe operating zone and get prepared for the next contingency as required by NERC 
transmission operations standards.
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CALIFORNIAISOi
2011/20121TRANSMISSION-PLAN1

1

COMMEN

LIC UTILIT

f

2

The Staff of the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC Staff’) 

appreciates this opportunity to provide comments on the California Independent System 

Operator’s (“ISO”) 2011-2012 Draft Transmission Plan ("Plan"), made public on January 

31,2012, and presented at the February 7, 2012 stakeholder meeting. CP' ff 

especially welcomes the ISO’s focus on several 33% Renewable Portfolio Standard 

("RPS") cases (alternative renewable resource portfolios) provided from the CPUC’s 

Long Term Procurement Plan (“LTPP”) proceeding. These cases included informative 

and perhaps unprecedented transmission analysis of a distributed renewable generation 

scenario including substantial, additional, solar photovoltaic resources ( Environmentally- 

Constrained case).

CPUC Staff comments on the Plan address the following areas:

1. The Plan should contain a clear summary of key planning assumptions. This 
summary should establish and/or contrast the relationship between these key 
assumptions and corresponding assumptions being used in CPUC, California 
Energy Commission (“CEC”), or other statewide planning processes.

2. The transmission planning assumptions used in the Plan include less incremental, 
uncommitted energy efficiency; demand response; and combined heat and power
than were adopted for the CPUC’s I.c m Procurement Plan process. This
can produce a disconnect between transmission and resource planning. The

1i
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20! 1-2012 Final Transmission Plan should clearly provide and describe the 
assumptions used, Including tables with the values utilized. In addition, CPUC
staff urges the ISO to use the CPUC’s I.TPP assumptions for these demand-side
items in the 2012-2103 Transmission Plan.

3. There should be more complete justification for large reliability projects.
If additional large reliability projects still under study are to ultimately be 
included in the plan, they must first be fully explained and justified.
Assumptions underlying the “special reliability studies” regarding local capacity
requirements ("I..CR") and once through cooling ("OTC") plants need to be more
clearly explained within the Plan (as opposed to citing external materials), and 
divergence from planning assumptions used by the CPUC and lould be
justified.

Methodology and assumptions in the plan’s RPS-related studies of reliability and 
dcliverability in Chapter 4 need to be more clearly explained and justified in 
several respects.
Based on reported results of RPS portfolio reliability studies, the ISO should 
more fully justify the proposed new Bridgeville-Garbcrvillc 115 kV line, or 
select one of the lower cost and easier to site alternatives.

There should be fuller description and justification of major transmission 
additions being brought into the Plan via the generator interconnection process.

Key parameters in the economic studies should be more fully documented and 
justified.

10.The ISO should show how resources supporting proposed location constrained 
resource interconnection facilities ("LCRIF") designations correspond to the 
Plan’s RPS portfolios.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1.
h

As ad<

resource planning and 1 A transmission planning is critically important. Much 

progress has been made over the last several years toward harmonizing assumptions. It is 

critical that the public understands that the CPUC and ISO arc using the same planning 

assumptions when reviewing transmission and generation projects, and if any variation in 

assumptions occurs, those variations are clearly identified and explained. The results of

aordination between the CPUC's

21
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the ISO’s transmission planning efforts form the basis for Participating Transmission 

Owners applications to the CPUC for authority to build. Lack of transparency could 

extend ti transmission project approval process, as discovery and cross

examination are used to identify key assumptions and differences between ISO and 

CPUC planning assumptions and lead to avoidable regulatory delays.

ISO staff has worked with CP ff and provided information on demand and 

supply-side assumptions, frequently beginning with specific information from th« 

and CPUC. These efforts follow the spirit of the 2010 Memorandum of Understanding 

between the ISO and CPUC.1 However, in some cases, the information used by the ISO 

(see Section 2.3 and other sections of the Plan) has been modified from the original data, 

or the information is not made available to stakeholders, including the CPUC.

As the examples discussed under topic 2 (below) illustrate, more transparency is 

needed, and more detailed information should be provided in the Final Transmission 

Plan. We suggest a central table or tables summarizing key assumptions and data 

sources, explained in text, with appendices providing the actual assumptions and data 

used. It is not entirely clear what assumptions have been used across cases in the Plan. 

CPUC staff recommends that eases include load and resource tables that include at a

minimum i

1) Supply Side Resources.
a) Generation: Existing, retiring, and new generating units, each broken 

out on its own line.
b) Non-generation: 

generation that is 
appropriate level 
areas).

aility

n the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and the 
ISO) regarding the Revised ISO Transmission Planning Process,

dated May 2010.

We refer to two different types of combined heat and power (CHP). “Supply side" CHP refers to units 
that export energy to the grid. “Demand side” CHP refers to generation that meets onsite load but does not 
export energy to the grid.

31
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Inc,hiding this type of detail will allow stakeholders to provide more meaningful 

comments on the Plan and to understand what assumptions were made. Without this 

information, it is uncertain what changes or applications of programs to geographic areas 

have been done in the modeling conducted for the Plan,

In addition, CP1JC Staff makes these recommendations so that the Final 

Transmission Plan will be as robust a document as possible, if used as evidence in a 

CPUC proceeding for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (“CPCN”).

2.

the Plan are based on the ; 1)20 California

Energy Commission demand forecasts for 1 -in-10 and 1 -in-5 load;’ (See generally, 

Section 2,3 of the Plan, ever, they do not include certain demand side reductions

included for I.TPP and other purposes, such as incremental, uncommitted energy

efficiency programs4 or incremental demand-side combined heat and power ("CUP"), 

Failure to fully account for these programs results in an increase in demand of 6,506

MW, i.e., 819 MW from tf forecast in the 2010 II.TPP, and 5,687 MW from energy

efficiency. However, there are other changes in the forecast that CPUC Staff have not 

been able to reproduce, leading to a higher forecast in the ISO’s assumptions of 

approximately 4,000 MW, rather than the identified 6,500 MW. The reasons for the

The demand foreca;

’ Plan, pp, 32.33, section 23,2,1, Load Forecast.

' Uncommitted energy efficiency are savings expected to occur, but which may not yet have specific 
funding or programmatic designs. This also includes future changes in codes and standards.

41
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discrepancy are not clear. The ISO should provide more detailed discussion of the 

assumptions, changes, and justifications for these changes, so that stakeholders can 

clearly understand what assumptions arc used in the ISO’s models.

The ISO's December 8, 2011 presentation identified 2,581 MW of demand

response and interruptible programs. The 2010 I.TPP planning assumptions adopted

5,145 MW. This reflects a 50% decrease in the values associated with demand response 

programs, relative to th lues. This derating of demand response and

interruptible programs reflects a significant departure from the 2010 LTPP assumptions.

In a similar vein, CPUC Staff understands that CEO staff are also trying to 

reconcile assumptions about future renewable resources. In January 2 f

requested additional detail regarding assumptions made about RPS and distributed 

generation ("DG") resources included in the "policy" renewable scenarios for Southern 

California Edison's ("SCE") territory by local reliability areas.3 This information was not 

provided, an staff and its consultant, Navigant, attempted to estimate the RPS and

DG resources in SCE's territory by local reliability area. There are significant, 

unexplained differences in megawatts between the installed capacity modeled in the 

powerflow base cases and the amounts presented in the ISO presentation of December 8, 

2011 by local area.

In sum, the transmission planning assumptions used in the Plan include less 

incremental, uncommitted energy efficiency; demand response; and combined heat and 

power than were adopted for the CPUC’s Long Term Procurement Plan process. The 

2011-2012 Final Transmission Plan should clearly describe these differences and 

describe the assumptions used, including tables with the values utilized. In addition, 

CPUC staff urges the ISO to use the CPUC’s LTPP assumptions for these demand-side 

items in the 2012-2103 Transmission Plan. In addition, there appear to be discrepancies 

regarding RPS and distributed generation resources that should be resolved and/or 

explained in the Final 2011-2012 Transmission Plan.

’ Plan, p. 268, Table 4.1.12, entitled "SCE renewable generation capacity in portfolios (MW)."

51
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3.

Chapter 2 of the Plan recommends certain reliability projects. The Plan 

recommends Board approval of the Embarcadero-Potrero project, a new 230 kV 

underground cable from the Potrero substation to the downtown San Francisco 

Embarcadero substation, providing a third line of supply to the downtown San Francisco 

load center. This would provide redundancy to protect against the simultaneous loss of 

both existing M arti n - Embarcadero 230 kV circuits, a category C (N-2) contingency. The 

cost estimate is $130-150 million. Because this project exceeds 200 kV, the developer, 

PG&E, will be required to seek a CPCN from the CPUC.

The Plan states that the N-2 contingency driving the need for the project would 

result in an estimated 250 MW of load shedding if the proposed project were not built, 

and also states that, “these reliability projects [including Potrero-Embarcadcro] are 

necessary to ensure compliance with the MERC and ISO planning standards.”

I.lowcver, MERC reliability standards do not require avoidance of load shedding

in the event of on N-2 (Category C) Bulk Electric System contingency, but rather state 

with regard to such contingencies that!6

Depending on system design and expected system impacts, the 
controlled interruption of electric supply to customers (load 
shedding), the planned removal from service of certain generators, 
and/or the curtailment of contracted Firm (nan-recallable
reserved) electric power transfers may he necessary to maintain 
the overall reliability of (he interconnected transmission systems.\

Furthermore, the ISO’s Planning Standards (June 23, 2011) state on page 6 that 

no single contingency (TPL-002 a ! standard [g-lj [Cl]) should result in 

loss of more than 250 MW of load. There is no stated ceiling on load shedding for 

double contingencies, but on the same page it is stated that transmission upgrades not 

required by the standards, umay he justified by eliminating or reducing load outage 

exposure, through a benefit to cost ratio (BCR) above Id) and/or where there are other

6 NERC Standard TPL.003.la, approved by the Board of Trustees on February 17, 2011.
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extenuating circumstances.” (Emphasis added.)

The Plan describes the Category C contingencies considered to be reasons for the
j

proposed project. It discusses the project's usefulness during planned outages and during 

PG&E's proposed upgrade to the Ernbarcadero Substation, as well as the difficulty in

restoring service after the N-2 outage in question. I.lowever, there should be more

specific description of the probability and duration of outage, and the consequent 

economic loss, to be weighed against the cost of the project, as required in the ISO’s 

planning standards. Also, the Plan should identify alternative solutions considered, their 

effectiveness, and their total costs to ratepayers. Both the Plan and the PowerPoint 

presentation on February 7, 2012,9 were silent on alternatives considered. Similarly, the 

interim solutions are not specified.10 All of the above matters would be important in a 

CPCN proceeding. Note that a CPCN proceeding includes consideration of benefits and 

costs. 11

ISO identified other major and costly reliability projects, such as New 

Bridgcvillc-Garbcrville No. 2 115 kV transmission line and the Kern PP 115 kV Area 

Reinforcement project. As discussed in comments under topic 7 below, information 

provided in conjunction with the Plan’s reliability studies for RPS portfolios indicates 

that there may be lower cost alternatives to the Bridgevillc-Garbervillc project that also

7 Plan, p. 107,

s Plan, p, 107, slates: "Loss of Ernbarcadero Load," . , , The Category C contingency of the loss of the
two Ernbarcadero.Martin 230 kV cables or a 230 kV breaker failure in the Ernbarcadero substation will
result in the loss of the load served at the Ernbarcadero substation......While the likelihood of the
simultaneous loss of both circuits is low, the consequences of the outage are severe and require mitigation.. 
. (Emphasis added.)

0 ISO (Bryan Fong), "Reliability.Driven Transmission Project Needs & Recommendations Greater Bay
Area" in "2011/2012 ISO Transmission Plan Stakeholder Meeting," Feb. 7, 2012, PowerPoint presentation, 
slide 7 (entitled "Ernbarcadero.Potrero 230 kV Line Project").

10 Id

11 A couple of attendees at the February 7, 2012 stakeholder meeting requested backup calculations for the
Benefit / Cost ratios lor certain reliability projects (especially the Ernbarcadero.Potrero 230 kV
underground cable), and that such backup be provided in the future along with the Draft Plan. CPIJC Staff 
agrees.
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may present fewer siting issues. CPUC Staff requests that the ISO present a fuller 

comparison of these alternatives.

4.

I : is still evaluating several potential reliability projects (sec Chapter 2) 

which could add substantially to the overall cost, including:

Various
} the February 7th

astructure
cd in the February

' "" r‘

16 This project could cost close
i

If any of these projects are included in the Final Plan, they should be fully explained and 

justified along the lines discussed under topic 3 above.

Ill

III

12 Plan, pp. 95.97.

L’ ISO (Binaya Slirestlia), "Reliability.Driven Transmission Project Needs & Recommendations PG&E
Central Valley Area," PowerPoint, February 7, 2012, slide 6.

" Plan, pp. 128.130.

L" ISO (Abliisliek Singh), "Reliability.Driven Transmission Project Needs & Recommendations San
Joaquin Valley Area," PowerPoint, February 7, 2012, slides 17.18.

16 Plan, pp. 136.137,

1' Remarks at stakeholder meeting and ISO (Chris Mensah-Bonsu), "Reliability.Driven Transmission
Project Needs & Recommendations Central Coast and Los Padres Areas," PowerPoint, February 7, 2012, 
slide 3,

81
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5.

c and effort the ISO has made in collaborating

with agencies on once-through-coolcd power plants and air quality issues in the I.os

Angeles Basin.18 (See Chapter 3 of the Plan.) This work is critical for input into the 

CPUC’s Long Term Procurement Plan proceeding. An adequate record is necessary by 

the second quarter of 2012 to inform the CPUC’s stakeholders of any needs for new 

generation or repowering authorizations for local areas in light of the State Water 

Resources Control Board's policy on once-through-coolcd power plants.19 (This is CPUC 

Staff’s rough estimate of regulatory proceeding timelines that have not yet been 

established.) CPUC staff requests that the ISO fully develop and complete the analysis as 

a supplement to the 2011-2012 Transmission Plan, if not feasible to do within the Final 

Plan.

CPUC

The Plan refers to external planning materials for the LCR and OTC plant 

assumptions. These references to external documents make it difficult to assess if the

tools are the same as those used in the Plan’s modeling. For example, the 1.CR Tool has

at least two different vintages publicly posted.20 Again, this type of discrepancy leads to 

an increased likelihood that the ISO’s modeling results will be subject to additional 

scrutiny in CPUC proceedings and could lead to delays in procurement authorizations for 

replacement or repowered generation in the local areas. CPUC Staff has been unable, to 

date, to identify the source of discrepancies. It would benefit all stakeholders if clear 

descriptions of changes and methodologies were provided. Otherwise, additional time

lh CPUC Staff understands that the ISO will submit testimony in CPUC Application 11.05.023 regarding
total local capacity requirements in San Diego. (San Diego Gas and Electric lias requested authorization to 
contract for three new power plants in the San Diego Local Area.)

19 Policy on the Use of Coastal and Estuarine Waters for Power Plant Cooling, available at
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/water issues/programs/ocean/cwa316/docs/policvl00110.pdf

■° See, http://www.caiso.corn/2734/2734e3d964ec0.html.
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will need to be spent in the approval process as discovery and cross-examination are used 

to identify key assumptions, and differences between ISO and CPUC assumptions are 

litigated. If the Plan uses the exact assumptions as the cited external studies do, then the 

assumptions are transparent, and planning efforts at different agencies are in sync.

I.lowever, to the extent the Plan actually relies on modified assumptions (as in the

examples discussed above), there could be a disconnect between planning efforts at 

different agencies.

The LCR studies provide important information to the CPUC’s procurement and 

ocesses; therefore, it is critical that the studies make clear where the assumptions 

align with the CPUC’s LTPP Standardized Planning Assumptions; where they differ; and 

what methodologies were used to translate broad planning assumptions to the local areas. 

Without this type of detailed information made available, it is difficult for stakeholders to 

make informed recommendations to the CPUC and for the CPUC to determine whether 

new generation needs to be authorized.

6.

The

RPS portfolios as described in Chapter 4 should be more clearly explained in several 

ways. Similarly, the interpretation of these study results for Plan purposes also needs to 

be more clearly explained. This is especially important in light of the anticipated 

increased importance of the transmission planning process (“TPP”) to plan delivery 

network upgrades under itegration reforms, to be combined with what we

understand would be continuing reliance on interconnection studies to plan reliability 

network upgrades.

Thus, CPUC Staff requests that the ISO clarify and generally present in more 

accessible form the following aspects of the reliability and deli verability studies 

conducted for RPS portfolios as described in Chapter 4 of the Plan.

21 nTPP.GIF” means Transmission Planning Process.Generator Interconnection Procedures.
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ffi Under TPP-GIP integration reforms, it is proposed that generation-related 
upgrades would continue to be planned within interconnection studies 
rather than in the TPP. What role would the reliability studies described in 
Chapter 4 play in planning reliability network upgrades for new 
generators9

Please explain if and how the RPS portfolio-related reliability studies 
described in Chapter 4 differ from the system reliability studies described 
in Chapter 2, beyond simply considering four different RPS resource 
portfolios in Chapter 4 rather than only the base case in Chapter 2. For 
example, were there differences in the types of contingencies considered 
or the types of power flow and stability analyses run, or in the assumed 
wind and solar output levels (see below)9

1.low did major assumptions and analyses for the on-peak reliability
(power flow and stability) analyses for RPS portfolios as described in 
Chapter 4 differ from the deliverability studies described in the same 
chapter for the same portfolios, particularly in terms of wind, solar and 
other generation output levels and in terms of outage contingencies 
studied9

ffi

ffi

ffi Is

n

tate
the

ffi It appears that deliverability studies described in Chapter 4 set wind and 
solar output levels somewhere between the 50% and 20% exceedance

op

levels over the QC period"1"" (with 20% exceedance representing a level of 
output exceeded only 20% of the time during the QC period). 
Consequently, the amount of transmission capacity required for 
deliverability would appear to generally exceed what is needed to deliver 
the resources at their resource adequacy (Net Qualifying Capacity) levels, 
which reflect a lower level of output. This should be clarified and 
justified.

Section 1, regarding the RPS portfolios deliverability studies,
states, “Imports are at the maximum summer peak simultaneous historical 
level by branch group .... For any intertie that requires expanded MIC, 
the import is the target expanded MIC value. ” The Plan should clarify the

ffi

i

“ The Qualified Capacity determination period, i.e., the hours between 12 pan. and 6 pan. during May 
through September.

111
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relationship between the above summary of study assumptions and the 
statement on page 2 of the Executive Summary that, “Existing inter-state 
transmission will have capacity made available as renewable resources 
displace energy from traditional resources, ”

What thermal generation at high risk of retiring by 2021 was modeled with 
non-zero output in the reliability and deliverability studies? Such 
generation should be identified and the consequences of its inclusion 
versus exclusion in the reliability and deliverability studies should be 
clearly explained. The modeled output of such generation in the 
reliability, deliverability, and deliverability sensitivity (limited OTC 
capacity) studies should be reported.

The overall impact on RPS portfolio deliverability of assuming limited or 
minimum capacity , locations under the deliverability sensitivity
studies should be explained more clearly.

ffi

ffi

ffi rability issues (non- 
n Section 4.10 refer to 
ificantly to RPS portfolio 
haptcr on RPS resource

7.

Chapter 4 of the Plan states on page 292 that:

With additional renewable generation modeled in the 
environmentally constrained portfolio, overload on the 
Bridgeville-GarberviHe 60 kVline was higher than in the 
reliability studies. The new Kridgeville-Garherville 115 kV line 
would mitigate the overload under normal conditions, ft would 
also mitigate category B and C contingency overloads and voltage 
concerns. If the new transmission line is not constructed, the 
recondnctoring of the overloaded sections would mitigate the 
overload.

On page 294 the Plan also identifies voltage concerns for this part of the grid in 

connection with some RPS resource cases, but states that, “Additional reactive support 

would also mitigate the voltage deviation concerns, but it would not mitigate thermal 

overloadsn

It thus appears that recondnctoring plus reactive support would mitigate the 

thermal plus voltage issues in this part of the grid even under the environmentally 

constrained RPS resource case producing the greatest impacts. Thus, the CPUC Staff

12i
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requests that the ISO provide a cost comparison of a new 115 kV line versus 

reconductoring plus reactive support. If the 115 kV line remains the proposed remedy, 

the Plan should more fully explain and justify it.

8.

For several years the ISO, CPIJC, and virtually all stak 

that it is inefficient to have planning (and re-planning) of major transmission upgrades 

supporting the State’s renewable energy goals conducted piecemeal via the generator 

interconnection process. Because of this, we have all been seeking, and the ISO has been 

developing, a more holistic and transparent approach to planning such transmission.

recognized

The previous 2010-2011 plan cycle introduced substantial amounts of Large 

Generator Interconnection Proccdurcs-driven (“LGIP”) transmission directly into that 

plan, without assessing and reporting on the efficiency and utilization of those additions 

in the context of the overall plan. It was also unclear to what extent this LGIP 

transmission in the 2010-2011 plan went beyond what was needed by generators having 

signed interconnection agreements. CPIJC Staff agrees that, as indicated in the Draft

2011-2012 Plan, the proposed I.GIP-driven Pisgah-Lugo 500 kV project previously

included in the 2010-2011 plan should be removed from the planning base case. This 

was removed due to showing very low utilization under RPS resource cases for the 2011

2012 Plan and also due to not being supported by current information on generation 

projects under development.

The tariff-based limitation for study! Irivcn upgrades specifically in the

2010-2011 transmission plan cycle23 no longer applies in the 2011-2012 cycle, and 

CPUC-providcd RPS resource scenarios are now being used in the TPP for the first time 

in the 2011-2012 plan cycled4 Furthermore, current reforms, including Cluster 1-4

ISO tariff, Section 24.4.6.5 states, in part: “Beginning with the 2011/2012 planning cycle. Network 
Upgrades originally identified during the Phase II Interconnection Study or Interconnection Facilities Study 
Process of the Large Generation Interconnection Process as set forth in Section 7 of Appendix Y that are 
not already included in a signed LGIA may be assessed as part of the comprehensive Transmission Plan if 
these Network Upgrades satisfy the following criteria ...”
2 I This is consistent with the May 2010 Memorandum of Understanding between the CPIJC and ISO.
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deliverabi 1 ity study refinements and tl tegration initiative mentioned above,

are moving us away from simply moving interconnection process-driven transmission 

additions directly into the Transmission Plans.

Thus, it is essential to more fully describe and assess the interconnection process- 

driven transmission additions that are being imported directly into the Plan. This includes 

■iven transmission listed in Table 1 of Executive Summary and in Table 4.3-2. 

Fuller disclosure is needed for understanding the role and importance of these proposed 

iven transmission additions in the context of the broader plan and R.PS scenarios. 

This should help inform development of future RPS scenarios for planning purposes, and 

may also help inform the procurement process.

Furthermore, Section 4.3.4 of the Plan states:2''

The RPS portfolios and (generator interconnection studies have 
considerable overlap in terms of location and generation technology.
It is reasonable to assume that transmission upgrades that are in an 
executed LG!A would he needed to interconnect and deliver renewable 
generation in the RPS portfolios if the renewable generation capacity, 
technology and location in the portfolios correspond to that in 
generator interconnection studies. Therefore, some transmission 
upgrades in executed LG Ms were modeled in the policy-driven 
planning base cases based on the comparison of portfolios discussed 
in Section 4.1 and previous generator interconnection studies results.

It is essential to explain more fully which “transmission upgrades in executed 

Is” were and were not included in the Plan base case and why, including whether 

they were modeled for all four RPS resource cases. This should include fuller description 

of the megawatts and locational correspondence between the above-referenced generation 

having excel s versus generation in the RPS study portfolios. It should also

include reporting the projected utilization (via production simulation) and cost of the 

iven transmission upgrades (see below), and the consequences for the RPS 

portfolios, if particular LGIA-driven upgrades included in the base case were omitted.

25 Plan, p. 272,
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At a minimum, the additional information that should be reported for the LGIA- 

driven transmission lines (and where noted, substations) listed in Table 4.3-2 includes the 

following. (CPUC Staff understands that this information is partially provided in the 

present Plan draft.)

ffi The physical/electrical characteristics of the transmission line additions, 
including voltage, transfer capability increase and endpoints.

The MW and locations of (1) the renewable (and other) generation having 
signed interconnection agreements for which this upgrade is needed, and 
(2) separately, the additional renewable (or other) generation that could be 
accommodated via this upgrade beyond the generation having signed 
interconnection agreements.

The estimated in-service date and cost of the transmission line and 
substation additions.

Whether the transmission line and substation additions would be needed 
for reliability or for deliverability purposes, for the generators having the 
signed interconnection agreements for which the upgrade is needed.

The modeled 8760-hour utilization of the transmission line additions 
under the four RPS scenarios studied for Plan development.

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

With regard to the last point regarding projected 8760-hour utilization, if any (not 

just interconnection process-driven) major transmission additions arc projected to have 

low 8760-hour utilization,26 this calls into question the value of these projects, which 

needs to be explicitly justified.

9.

Transmission costs can be high and can exceed estimates, especially in California 

and especially when encountering major siting issues. When conducting and reporting on 

economic congestion studies as well as studies responding to study requests, as in 

Chapter 5 of the Plan, the ISO should more fully describe the source and rationale for the 

transmission cost estimates affecting the calculated cost effectiveness of transmission 

solutions under study. Furthermore, assumptions and methods used to convert direct

":b Production simulation results presented in Section 4.6 of the Plan show very low projected 8760.hour
utilization for certain RPS.driven transmission projects.
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capital costs to total ratepayer costs, and to calculate various kinds of benefits against 

which costs are compared, such as summarized in Section 5.4.4 of the Plan, should also 

be more fully documented and justified. Finally, given the uncertainties in both future 

circumstances and in appropriate selection of economic parameters, assessment of large 

potential transmission projects initially yielding marginal benefit-cost ratios should be 

augmented with sensitivity analysis regarding key assumptions and economic parameters.

If studies pursuant to a study request identify a transmission solution that could 

be an efficient substitute for other transmission additions that have been previously 

identified but not yet permitted, then the ISO should evaluate whether such a substitution 

(as opposed to additional on top of the previously identified transmission) would 

produce better value for ISO ratepayers.

10.

Chapt : lii , "i i I I „ 11 ‘............... 11 . i I 11 I :: I11

to conditionally approve an Imperial Valley LCRIF. Under the ISO’s tariff, final

approval of a I.CRIF requires demonstration that at least 60% of the proposed facility’s

capacity is accounted for by location-constrained resources demonstrating “interest” by 

meeting certain criteria, with at least 25% of the facility’s capacity having to be 

accounted for by generators having executed interconnection agreements. For both the

wind LCRIF and the proposed Imperial Valley I.CRIF, and any future LCRIFs, the

ISO should report on: (1) how resources identified as contributing to the above 

“interest,” and (2) how total resources using the LCRIF, were it to y subscribed, 

correspond to resource quantities and locations in the RPS portfolios studied.

. not

Thank you for your attention to these comments.

Comments submitted by e-mail to: RegionalTransrnission@caiso.com

16i
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Contact!

Keith D. White, kwh@epuc.ea.gov
Nath an i c 1 Sk i n ncr, nws @ cp uc. ca. gov
William Dietrich, williarn.dietrich@cpue.ca.gov

Generation £ nsrnission Planning Section 
Infrastructure Planning and Permitting Branch 
Energy Division
California Public Utilities Commission 
505 Van Ness Avenue, 4th floor 
San Francisco, California 94102
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Guidelines for C 
Under Voltage L (UVLS) Evaluation Program

INTRODUCTION
This guideline is intended to address UVLS programs designed to prevent wide-area voltage collapse and 
cascading, whether the control is applied locally or by a centralized controller. Such UVLS programs are 
intended as a safety net to stabilize the system and prevent cascading outages for severe contingencies.

1.hese guidelines were developed by the.FIS based on initial drafts provided by the IJVI.,S subgroup of
the TIS and System Protection and Controls.bask Force. That group’s review of UVLS studies
undertaken by the regions in response to NERC blackout recommendation 8b.

POWERFLOW AND DYNAMICS CASE SELECTION
Given the fact that the electric system can be most vulnerable to a system disturbance while being 
operated in stressed conditions, it is important to understand the response of the system under those 
conditions.

1.he analysis should be done using an appropriately stressed powerflow and associated dynamics case.
Examples are summer peak, winter peak, or high transfers during off-peak periods.

Case selection should also include consideration of unit commitment to reasonably minimize inertia and 
reactive power supply in the area under study.

CONTINGENCY SELECTION AND EVALUATION
ffi BPS UVLS programs should not be used to meet the performance requirements of NERC category B 

contingencies.

o For NERC category B contingencies, the application of locally applied UV relay schemes are 
acceptable to protect local load as described in the above introduction.

ffi For category C and D contingencies, the application LS programs should be considered as
“safety nets,” to avoid voltage collapse or voltage instability, and studied to ensure that they 
adequately perform that function.

o For NERC category C and D contingencies, application of locally applied UV relay schemes 
are acceptable to protect local load as described in the above introduction.

Page 1
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o 1.lie application of BPS UVLS programs also should be studied to address multiple unrelated
outages (extreme events) and external contingencies.

METHODS AND MODELS ANALYSIS
Generator and load responses to a system contingency play a predominant role in whether a system is 
stable or it collapses. Therefore, system stability cannot be determined using only steady state tools, and 
dynamic studies with appropriate models and controls for generators and loads are essential.

ffi Steady State Simulations

o Appropriate static and dynamic load representation should be modeled. Load characteristics 
in general, and motor load characteristics in particular, can have a significant impact on 
system response following a system event. Knowing actual load characteristics in order to 
accurately model the load is very important in such studies. As sometimes it is difficult to get 
this information, it is important to examine the sensitivity of the system to a range of load 
characteristics. If studies show that results are sensitive to the load model used, the planner 
should attempt to verify actual load characteristics in the affected area. An example of a
special load modeling consideration is high concentrations of high.efficiency residential air
conditioning.

o Existing special protection systems (SPS) and tap changing under load transformers ) 
should be modeled in the analysis.

o As part of the steady-state analysis, powerflow simulations including PV and QV analysis 
should be performed.

o Load serving or transfer capability into a given area or system should be determined under 
outages of various real and reactive power sources in the area.

o Prc.contingency, post.contingency without operator or automatic device operation, and post
contingency with operator or automatic device operation cases should be analyzed.

ffi Dynamics Simulations

o Appropriate static and dynamic load representation should be modeled.

o Models and controls for generators and loads, induction motors, over excitation limiters
(OELs), LTCs, flexible AC transmission devices, relays, existing special protection
systems (SPS), etc., should be included in the dynamic model.

o UPI.S systems should be modeled in the dynamics case to assess any potential interaction
with UVLS systems.

CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING / DETERMINING 

VOLTAGE STABILITY PROBLEMS
Criteria should be established and documented for evaluating/analyzing voltage stability problems. The 
following applicable guidelines were developed by the TIS in answer to Recommendations 7a and 13c 
from the NERC Angus! 14, 2003 Blackout: NEMO Actions to Prevent and Mitigate the Impacts of Future 
Cascading Blackouts February If), 2004.

Page 2
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Guidelines for Developing an
Under Voltage Load Shedding (UVLS) Evaluation Program

Each transmission owner or transmission planner should be responsible for establishing applicable 
voltage limits in its respective area, with a documented process, in accordance withNERC standards.
1.his process should be shared with the region for review' and approval. The region(s) should be
responsible for facilitating the resolution of any potential conflicts in the applicable voltage limits 
established between adjacent transmission owners.

Examples of criteria are as follows:

a. Steady State Criteria

ffi Post.contingency Power Margin (MW) of 3% to 5% from the nose point of the PV curve.

ffi 1.he post.contingency voltage at the knee point above 92% of nominal or 0.92 per unit,
whichever is higher.

ffi Delta V To the extent that a Delta V criterion is used by transmission planners for 
screening voltage limitations, the criterion should be documented, and be based on 
detailed analysis and not an arbitrary rule of thumb.

Other considerations for dynamics analysis including: 

ffi Design voltage criteria for nuclear plant off-site power supplies, 

b. Dynamic Criteria

Short-Term Dynamic Criteria..to determine fast voltage collapse

ffi After fault clearing..Minimum of 70% of nominal voltage at any bus and not to fall
below 80'% for more than 40 cycles at load buses. 1.he voltage during a fault would be
expected to drop below 70%.

Long.Term Dynamic Criteria..to determine slow voltage collapse

ffi Voltage should return to at least 90% of nominal level in 10 seconds

Other considerations for dynamics analysis including:

ffi Minimum voltages at plant auxiliary buses.

ffi Design voltage criteria for nuclear plant off-site power supplies

ffi I.urge industrial motor control drop.out voltages

OTHER STUDY CONSIDERATIONS
Sensitivity studies should consider the following scenarios.

ffi Sensitivity analysis to tripping of severely overloaded lines should be evaluated when loading reaches 
a level that may result in tripping due to relay loadability limitations or conductor sag limitations

ffi Customer real and reactive power demand forecast errors

ffi Outages not routinely studied in the region of interest

ffi Outages not routinely studied on neighboring systems

ffi Unexpected generator unit trips following major disturbances

ffi Lower voltage line trips following major disturbances

Page 3
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ffi Variations of neighboring system’s generation dispatch

fft I.,argc and variable reactive exchanges with neighboring systems

ffi More restrictive reactive power constraints on neighboring system generators than forecast 

fft Variations in load characteristics, especially in load power factors

fft Risk of the next major event during a 30.minute adjustment period or an adjustment period consistent
with NERC Standards

fft Not being able to readjust adequately to get back to a secure stale

fft Increases in major transmission interface flows following major contingencies due to various factors 
such as undcrvoltage load shedding, SPS or remedial action scheme (RAS)

fft On.system reactive resources not responding

fft Excitation limiters responding prematurely

ffi Possible SPS failure

ffi Prior outages of system facilities

fft More restrictive reactive power constraints on internal generators than planned

fft Neighboring system voltage profile for the operating condition (the higher the voltage on the
neighboring system in the pre.contingency case, the higher the contingency voltage will be in the area
under study).

RECOMMENDED DOCUMENTATION
The following are the recommended documentation and reporting for UVLS investigations:

fft Description of screening studies to identify voltage stability challenged areas, 

fft Description of undcrvoltage scenarios identified by the screening studies, 

o Contingency type studied (c.g., Cl or D2).

o Pre.event conditions studied including degree of system stress (c.g., large generator outage,
high transfer levels, high load levels, poor load power factor, etc.).

o Long-term vs short.term voltage collapse.

o Amount and location of load at risk.

o Applicable voltage stability criteria.

fft Description of analysis used to study the event.

o Regional method for simulating cascading event scenarios (was/was not) developed and used.

o Cases used in the analysis.

o PV/QV analysis methods.

o Consideration of thermally overloaded and tripped lines, 

o Dynamic analysis (short-term voltage collapse events) 

o Load modeling sensitivities.

Page 4
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Under Voltage Load Shedding (UVLS) Evaluation Program

ffi Verification of operational security of any automatic regulating dcvice(s) employed to prevent 
voltage collapse that requirc(s) station service for proper operation.

o Can the device(s) survive the cvcnt(s) threatening voltage collapse and provide mitigation as 
modeled'?

o Is the station service adequate to keep the dcvicc(s) on line through the studied event(s)?

ffi Description of each UVLS scheme determined to be feasible and beneficial in preventing voltage 
collapse.

o General locations, order, and amount of load to be shed.

o 1.ype of UVLS controls..centralized or distributed.

o Is the application of UVLS a temporary or long.term mitigation'?

ffi “Next Steps,” with estimated schedule.

ffi Summary of studies that support each UVLS scheme.

ffi Overview of interaction between each UVI.S scheme with UPLS and other protection schemes
(regional and inter-regional, as appropriate), and an overview of the level of effort required to assess 
coordination between these various schemes and to mitigate any miscoordination.

Page 5
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Research Article

Pivotal
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nationally and globally (5, A). California’s Assembly Bill 32 
(AB32) requires the state to reduce GI10 emissions to 1990 
levels by 2020, a reduction of 30% relative to business as 
usual assumptions (7). Previous modeling work we performed 
for California’s state government formed the analytical 
foundation forthe state’s AB32 implementation plan in the 
electricity and natural gas sectors (4, 9). California has also 
set a target of reducing 2050 emissions 80% below the 1990 
level, consistent with the SPCC emission trajectory for a 450 
ppm carbon dioxide equivalent (C02e) stabilization path that 
avoids dangerous anthropogenic interference (10). Working 
at both time scales, we found a pressing need for 
methodologies that bridge the analytical gap between 
planning for shallower, near-term GHG reductions, based 
entirely on existing commercialized technology, and deeper, 
long-term GHG reductions, which will depend substantially 
on technologies that are not yet commercialized.

We used a stock-rollover methodology that simulated 
physical infrastructure at an aggregate level, and built 
scenarios to explore mitigation options {/ /, /2). Our model 
divided California’s economy into six energy demand sectors 
and two energy supply sectors, plus cross-sectoral economic 
activities that produce non-energy and non-CXA Gl IG 
emissions. The model adjusted the infrastructure stock (e.g., 
vehicle fleets, buildings, power plants, and industrial 
equipment) in each sector as new infrastructure was added 
and old infrastructure was retired, each year from 2008 to 
2050. We constructed a baseline scenario from government 
forecasts of population and gross state product, combined 
with regression-based infrastructure characteristics and 
emissions intensities, producing a 2050 emissions baseline of 
875 Mt C()2e (Fig. 1). In mitigation scenarios, we used 
backcasting, setting 2050 emissions at the state target of 85 
Mt C()2e as a constrained outcome, and altered the emissions 
intensities of new infrastructure over time as needed to meet 
the target, employing seventy-two types of physical 
mitigation measures (13). In the short term, measure selection

nC&tprBSS v.sciencexpress.org / 24 November 201 I / Page I / 10.1126/science. 1208365
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visualized as interchangeable, global-settle ‘wedges’ of 
equivalent emissions reductions (7). Subsequent work has 
produced more detailed analyses, but none combines the 
sectoral granularity, physical and resource constraints, and 
geographic scale needed for developing realistic technology
and policy roadmaps (2..4). We addressed this gap by
analyzing the specific changes in infrastructure, technology, 
cost, and governance required to decarbonize a major 
economy, at the state/provincial level that has primary 
jurisdiction over electricity supply, transportation planning, 
building standards, and other key components of an energy 
transition.

California is the world’s sixth largest economy and 12lh 
largest emitter ofGIIGs, its per capita GDP and GHG 
emissions are similar to those in Japan and Lurope, and its 
policy and technology choices have broad relevance
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was driven by implementation plans for AB32 and other state 
policies (table SI). I11 the long term, technological progress 
and rates of introduction were constrained by physical 
feasibility, resource availability, and historical uptake rates 
rather than relative prices of technology, energy, or carbon as 
in general equilibrium models (1.4). Technology penetration 
levels in our model are within the range of technological 
feasibility for the U.S. found in recent assessments (table 
520) (75, 16). We did not include technologies expected to be 
far from commercialization in the next few decades, such as 
fusion-based electricity. Mitigation cost was calculated as the 
difference between total fuel and measure costs in the 
mitigation and baseline scenarios. Our fuel and technology 
cost assumptions, including learning curves, are comparable 
to those in other recent studies (tables 54, 55, 51 1, and 512, 
and fig. 529) (17). Clearly, future costs are very uncertain 
over such a long time horizon, especially for technologies that 
are not yet commercialized. We did not assume explicit 
lifestyle changes (e.g., vegetarianism, bicycle transportation) 
which could have a significant effect on mitigation 
requirements and costs (18): behavior change in our model is 
subsumed within conservation measures and energy 
efficiency.

In order to ensure that electricity supply scenarios met the 
technical requirements for maintaining reliable service, the 
model featured an electricity system dispatch algorithm that 
tested grid operability. Without a dispatch model it is difficult 
to determine if a generation mix has in feasibly high levels of 
intermittent generation. We developed an electricity demand 
curve bottom-up from sectoral demand, by season and time of 
day. Based on the demand curve, the model constrained 
generation scenarios to satisfy in succession the energy, 
capacity, and system balancing requirements for reliable 
operation. The operability constraint set physical limits on the 
penetration of different types of" generation, and specified the 
requirements for peaking generation, on-grid energy storage, 
transmission capacity, and out-of-state imports and exports 
for a given generation mix (table 513 and figs. 520 to 531). It 
was assumed that over the long run California would not “go 
it alone” in pursuing deep GHG reductions, and thus that 
neighboring states decarbonized their generation such that the 
carbon intensity of imports was comparable to California in
state generation (19).

Electrification required to meet 80% reduction target.
Three major energy system transformations were necessary to 
meet the target (Fig. 2). First, energy efficiency had to 
improve by at least 1.3% yr'1 over 40 years. Second, 
electricity supply had to be nearly decarbonized, with 2050 
emissions intensity less than 0.025 kg CTFe/kWh. Third, 
most existing direct fuel uses had to he electrified, with 
electricity constituting 55% of end-use energy in 2050, 
compared to 15% today. .Results for a mitigation scenario

including these and other measures are shown in Fig. 1.28% 
of emissions reductions relative to 2050 baseline emissions 
came from energy efficiency; 27% from decarbonization of 
electricity generation; 14% from a combination of energy 
measures including smart growth, biofuels, and rooftop solar 
photovoltaics (PV); 15% from measures to reduce non-energy 
(ITT andnon-CCT GHGs; and 16% from electrification of 
existing direct fuel uses in transportation, buildings, and 
industrial processes. Table 1 shows changes from 2010 to 
2050 in primary and end use energy and emissions by sector 
and fuel type for the baseline and mitigation cases, along with 
per capita and economic intensity metrics.

The most important finding of this research is that, after 
other emission reduction measures were employed to the 
maximum feasible extent, there was no alternative to 
widespread switching of direct fuel uses (e.g., gasoline in 
cars) to electricity in order to achieve the reduction target. 
Without electrification, the other measures combined 
produced at best 2050 emissions of 210 M't CO>e, about 50%> 
below the 1990 level. The largest share of GHG reductions 
from electrification came from transportation, in which 70%
of vehicle miles traveled....including almost all light duty
vehicle miles....were powered by electricity in 2050, along
with 20%) from biofuels and 10% from fossil fuels. Other key 
applications for fuel switching occurred in space and water 
heating and industrial processes. Figure 3A shows that even 
with aggressive Mi keeping other demand growth nearly fiat, 
fuel-switching to electricity led to a doubling of electricity 
generation by 2050. “Smart charging” of electric vehicles was 
essential for reducing the cost of electrification, by raising 
utility load factors and reducing peak capacity requirements 
through automated control of charging times and levels (Fig. 
315).
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In the electricity sector, three forms of decarbonized
generation....renewable energy (RH), nuclear, and fossil fuel
with carbon capture and storage (CCS)....each has the
potential to become the principal long-term electricity 
resource in California, given its resource endowments. All 
currently suffer from technical limitations and high cost 
relative to the conventional generation alternative, natural 
gas, so it is not obvious which if any of these will dominate in 
the long run. Therefore, we built separate high RH, high 
nuclear, and high CCS scenarios that met the target, plus a 
mixed case. Because these technologies have very different
operating characteristics....CCS, when commercialized, is
expected to be dispatchable; nuclear is baseload; and the most 
abundant RH resources (wind and solar) are intermittent— 
they also have very different needs for supporting 
infrastructures, including capacity resources, high-voltage 
transmission, and energy storage. Figure 3C shows the 
generation scenarios. The high RH case has the highest 
requirements for installed capacity, transmission, and energy
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storage; the high nuclear case requires the largest export 
market for excess generation, along with tin expansion of 
upstream and downstream nuclear fuel cycle infrastructure;
and the high CCS case requires construction of C()2 
transportation and storage infrastructure. In addition, water, 
land use, and siting issues are quite different for each of these 
options. Residual electricity sector carbon emissions in 2050 
came primarily from combustion of natural gas for peaking 
generation and CCS. CCS fleet-average carbon storage 
efficiency in 2050 was 90%, hut new CCS units were 
required to reach 98% efficiency. Within the western grid of 
which California is part, all existing conventional coal plants 
were retired at the end of their planning lives of 30 years.

Some studies suggest that 100% of future electricity 
requirements could be met by renewable energy, but our 
analysis found this level of penetration to be infeasible for 
California (20, 21). We found a maximum of 74% renewable 
energy penetration despite California’s high renewable 
resource endowment, even assuming perfect renewable 
generation forecasting, 'breakthroughs in storage technology, 
replacement of steam generation with fast-response gas 
generation, and a major shift in load curves by smart charging 
of vehicles. Using historical solar and wind resource profiles 
in California and surrounding states, the electricity system 
required 26% non-renewable generation, from nuclear, 
natural gas, and hydro, plus high storage capacity to maintain 
operability, it would lie possible to forecast higher 
penetration in cases with a higher resource base and/or much 
lower energy demand, for example due to lower population 
growth or lower economic growth.

Biofuels, while essential because not all transportation can 
be electrified, made only a modest 6% contribution to the 
2050 emissions reduction when feedstocks were constrained 
to be carbon neutral, produced in the U.S., and limited to 
California’s consumption-weighted proportional share of IJ.S.
production (26.28). This feedstock was sufficient to provide
20% of transportation fuels in the form ofcellulosie ethanol 
and algal biodiesel, assuming these technologies achieve 
commercialization.(fig. SI 5). in our model, biofuel 
feedstocks were dedicated to the production of transportation 
fuels as their highest-valued economic use, and these fuels 
allocated to applications for which electrification is not a 
practical option, such as long-haul freight trucking and air 
travel. A small amount ofbiomethane was used in power 
generation.

in the baseline forecast, 2050 emissions of non-energy 
C()2 (e.g., front cement manufacturing) and non-CCT GI IGs 
(e.g., methane and nitrous oxide from agriculture and waste 
treatment, and high global warming potential (GWP) gases 
used as refrigerants and cleaning agents) were 145 !V!t C02e, 
more than the entire economy-wide target of 85 Alt C02e. 
Compared to COB emissions front energy sectors, scientific 
understanding of long-term mitigation potential for these
sectors is poorly developed (29..32"). Nevertheless, it was
clear that if these emissions were not abated, the 2050 target 
could not be met. We modeled mitigation based on 
extrapolating California’s AB32 implementation plan for 
2020 (7), in three broad areas. Agricultural and forestry 
measures contributed 48 Mt CCBe of reductions, cement- 
related measures contributed 8 Mt C02e, and industrial and 
other measures contributed 62 Mt C()2e, for a total reduction 
of 1 16 Mt C02e below the 2050 baseline, which maintained 
the current share of non-energy/non-C<)2 in overall emissions.

'[’here is evidence that the three key energy system 
transformations identified here are broadly generalizableto 
developed economies. A recent report on 80% GHG 
reductions in the HU found similar transformations were 
required, including electrification of transportation and 
buildings (33). In other studies where reductions rely on 
energy efficiency and generation decarbonization but not 
electrification, lower GI 1G reduction levels were achieved. 
For example, in a recent IKA study of technology paths in 
OliCD countries as a whole, the most aggressive scenario had 
a 2050 reduction of about 50% below 1990 levels, with a 6% 
contribution from electrification (34), The consistency among 
these results is predictable, in that developed economies 
broadly share the same challenges for reaching deep
reduction targets....the need to virtually eliminate fossil fuel
use in electricity supply and in final consumption, especially 
in vehicles and buildings.
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generation and electrification—1.3%yr 1 reduction relative to
forecast demand....is less than the level California achieved
during its 2000-2001 electricity crisis (22), but is historically 
unprecedented over a sustained period. This level is, 
however, consistent with the upper end of estimates of long
term technical MM potential in recent studies (23, 24). In our 
model, the largest share of GHG reductions from MM came 
from the building sector, through a combination of efficiency 
improvements in building shell, IIVAC systems, lighting, and 
appliances. MM improvements were complemented by other 
measures to reduce new energy supply requirements for 
electricity, transportation, and heating. MM in combination 
with on-site distributed energy resources in the form of solar 
hot water and rooftop FV reduced the net consumption of 
grid-supplied electricity and fuels in new residential and 
commercial buildings to zero by 2030 (25). Structural 
conservation in the form of “smart growth” urban planning to 
reduce driving requirements was responsible for 5% of total 
emission reductions in 2050.
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found that achieving the infrastructure changes described 
above will require major improvements in the functionality
and cost of a wide array of technologies and infrastructure 
systems, including but not limited to eellulosic and algal 
biofuels, CCS, on-grid energy storage, electric vehicle 
batteries, smart charging, building shell and appliances, 
cement manufacturing, electric industrial boilers, agriculture 
and 'forestry practices, and source reduction/eaptiire of high- 
GWP emissions from industry (35).

Not only must these technologies and systems Ire 
commercially ready, they must also be deployed in a 
coordinated fashion to achieve their hoped-for emission 
reduction benefits at acceptable cost. For example, switching 
from fuels to electricity before the grid is substantially 
decarbonized negates the emissions benefits of electrification; 
large-scale deployment of electric vehicles without smart 
charging will reduce utility load factors and increase 
electricity costs; without aggressive energy efficiency, the 
bulk requirements for decarbonized electricity would be 
doubled, making achievement of 2050 goals much more 
difficult in terms of capital investment and siting. Figure 31) 
shows the impact of aggressive HE on three key metrics of 
decarbonized electricity supply: generating capacity, energy 
storage, and miles ofhigh-voltage transmission line. For the 
mixed generation ease, achieving the 2050 target with 
baseline levels of EH raised the requirement for annual 
construction of decarbonized generation from a very 
formidable 3,7 GW yr 1 to a practically unachievable 73) GW 
yr ', and the requirement for new transmission from 400 to 
960 miles yr ',

Our model shows a net mitigation cost to California 
relative to the baseline of 0,5% of gross state product (GSP) 
in 2020, 1,2% in 2035, and 1,3% in 2050 ($65 billion or 
$1200 per capita) (Ida, 4 and fig. S34), The transportation 
sector bore the highest share of these costs, reflecting the cost 
of fleet electrification. These results are highly sensitive to 
both measure costs and fuel price assumptions; using the 
upper value of the MIA long-term crude oil price forecast 
makes net mitigation costs negative (fig, S12). Cumulative 
net costs from 2010 to 2050 were $ 1.4 trillion. The average 
cost of carbon in 2050 was S90/t C02e, while the highest 
average cost by measure type was S600/1 C(Te for 
electrification measures (36). Because mitigation measures 
reduce fuel use by investing in energy efficient infrastructure 
and low carbon generation, a much higher percentage of 
energy cost will go to capital costs; our model indicates a 
cumulative investment of $400-500 billion in current dollars 
(figs, S35 and S36) for electricity generation capacity in the 
mitigation case, a factor of about ten higher than the baseline 
case (37).

The transition to an energy efficient, low-carbon, 
electrified infrastructure thus requires mobilizing investment

and coordinating technology development and deployment on 
a very large scale over a very long time period. Flow best to 
achieve this is an active debate over the relative roles of 
markets, government, carbon pricing, R&I) policy, 
regulation, and public investment (38). Many consider carbon 
pricing the key to achieving efficient investment and 
providing incentives for consumer adoption, while others 
argue that carbon pricing is insufficient, and requires 
complementary policies to address market failures, public 
goods, and coordination problems (16, 39, 40). Some make 
the specific case that pollution pricing is effective in 
encouraging technology adoption, but not technological 
innovation (41, 42). Others are concerned that the venture 
capital model is mismatched with the scale and timeline of 
investment required for an energy transformation (43) and 
with the risks created by the need for multiple technologies to 
achieve commercialization in parallel (44). These concerns 
have led to calls for novel public-private partnerships to 
address investment failures through government absorption of 
private capital risk (43), and to address coordination and 
sequencing through industry-government roadmapping (45).

Electricity’s role in future energy costs and climate 
policy, The second model result deserving special attention is 
the expanded role of electricity, which increases from 1 5% to 
55% of end-use energy, essentially switching places with 
petroleum products, which fall from 45% to 15% (Table 1). if 
electricity does become the dominant component of the 2050 
energy economy, the cost of decarbonized electricity becomes 
a paramount economic issue. Our results show that generation 
mixes dominated by renewable, nuclear, and CCS, in the 
absence of cost breakthroughs, would have roughly 
comparable costs, raising the present average cost of 
electricity generation by a factor of about two, a result also 
noted by other researchers (17). These findings indicate that 
minimizing the cost of decarbonized generation should be a 
key policy objective. By some estimates, aggressive R&I) 
policies could reduce the cost of low-carbon generation in the 
U.S, from 2020 to 2050 by about 40% or $1,5 trillion (/7),

For electrifled transportation, the inherently higher 
efficiencies of electric drive trains would still allow a net 
reduction in fuel costs evert with electricity prices doubled 
and oil prices at SI 00/barrel, as well as shifting cash flow's 
away from foreign oil imports toward domestic purchases of 
electricity. On the oilier hand, electrification of direct fuel 
uses will increase residential, commercial, and industrial 
sector costs, especially for heating, emphasizing the need for 
energy efficiency and design of new infrastructure in these 
sectors to minimize lifecycle costs. Because much of the 
required technology and infrastructure for the energy-system 
transformation is not yet commercialized, comparative 
lifecycle costs are highly uncertain. However, because 
decarbonized generation technologies are dominated by
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capital costs and insensitive to oil ami natural gas price 
volatility, an electrified economy would have a long-term 
cost stability that could lower investment risk and make the 
optimal level of energy efficiency more certain (46). liven 
varying measure costs from one-half'to twice the nominal 
values in the mitigation scenario produced no more variation 
in overall energy system costs than did varying crude oil 
prices in the baseline scenario over the range in the ll'IA’s 
long-term forecast (fig. SI2).

The climate policy community has proposed a suite of 
policies to complement carbon pricing (e.g., UK andRK 
standards, R&I) support) that relied not only economic and 
technology goals but also sociopolitical considerations such 
as equity, local initiative, and adaptability (16). The central 
role of electricity in our results suggests the importance of 
electricity sector governance as a tool of climate policy, but 
this has received relatively little attention until recently (47). 
Although some argue that regulation impedes innovation and 
increases implementation costs (43), state-level electricity 
regulation has existing tools for pursuing many climate policy 
goals, through both market mechanisms and direct regulation: 
requirements that utilities procure renewable generation, limit 
carbon intensities, and implement customer energy efficiency 
and distributed energy programs; and set rates that encourage 
conservation and electric vehicle charging, internalize 
pollution costs, and allocate the costs of these policies 
equitably (7, 48). Given the political challenges of achieving 
comprehensive federal climate legislation, it is worth further 
exploring decentralized electricity governance as a climate 
policy mechanism.

Assuming plausible technological advances, we find that it 
is possible for California to achieve deep G1IG reductions by 
2050 with little change in lifestyle (although the potential for 
lifestyle change deserves further study). The logical sequence 
of deployment for the main components of this 
transformation is energy efficiency first, followed by 
decarbonization of generation, followed by electrification. 
This transformation will require electrification of most direct 
uses of oil and gas. In California no single generation 
technology, Rfi, nuclear, or CCS, can be used to decarbonize 
all electricity; a mixed generation portfolio is required. If it is 
true that the low-carbon path features electricity, then the 
question is how best to mobilize investment and coordinate 
RAC) and infrastructure roll-out to achieve this end, and what 
climate policy modalities will he most effective. If the oil 
economy is replaced by the electric economy, it is instructive 
to consider the implications of the price of a decarbonized 
kWh replacing the price of a barrel of oil as a benchmark for 
the overall economy.
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electrification of direct fuel uses (16%). For each wedge, the 
types of measures included and key assumptions are shown.

Fig. 2. The three main energy system transformations
required to reduce G1IG emissions 80% below 1990 levels by 
2050 in California. End use energy efficiency (Eli) must be 
improved very aggressively (annual average rate 1.3% y''), 
electric generation emissions intensity must be reduced to less 
than 0.02 kg (XDe/kWh, and most direct fossil fuel uses in 
transport, buildings, and industry must switch to electricity, 
raising the electricity share of end-use energy from 15% 
today to 55% in 2050. Both economics and the current state 
of technology development suggest a staged deployment in 
large-scale infrastructural transformation. Without aggressive 
levels of EE, the scale ofdecarbonized generation required to 
simultaneously replace fossil plants and meet both existing 
and newly electrified loads would be infeasible. Until high 
levels of electricity decarbonization are achieved, emission 
benefits from electrification would be limited. Without 
electrification, constraints on the other measures would limit 
total reductions to about 50% below' 1990 levels.
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Fig. 3. Electricity consumption, load profiles, and fuel mix in 
baseline and mitigation scenarios. (A) In the mitigation case, 
aggressive end-use efficiency flattens baseline load growth.
I lowcver, electrification of transportation adds a major new 
load, so that 2050 consumption is similar in both cases. (B) 
Smart-charging of electric vehicles flattens the average daily 
load curve, reducing capacity requirements. (C) In the 2050 
baseline scenario, load growth is met primarily with natural 
gas generation. Four mitigation scenarios are shown with 
different fuel mixes, constrained by California’s existing fuel 
mix and policy requirements (e.g., 33% renewable portfolio 
standard, continued licensing of existing nuclear generation). 
The “mixed” case, which contains all three generation types, 
yields the results discussed in this paper and shown in Figs. 1 
to 3. (B) New capacity requirements for each generation fuel 
mix are shown for generation, transmission, and energy 
storage. Without aggressive Eli, new capacity requirements 
increase by roughly a factor of two. The high renewables case 
has higher new capacity requirements than the high CCS and 
high nuclear case: however, high renewables does not have 
the CCS case requirements for C02 transmission and storage 
capacity, nor the nuclear case requirements for upstream and 
downstream nuclear fuel cycle facilities.

Fig. 4. Mixed case net cost: by mitigation type in 2020, 2035, 
and 2050. for each year shown, the left hand column shows 
incremental mitigation costs in excess of baseline costs, and 
the right hand column shows incremental savings relative to 
baseline fuel costs. “Other” mixed case costs include measure 
implementation costs not associated with energy efficiency, 
electrification, generation decarbonization, or biofuels. 
“Other” savings include jet fuel and natural gas purchases for
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Fig. 1. Emission reduction wedges for California in 2050. 
(above) (Measures grouped into seven “wedges” reduce 
emissions from 875 Mt C02e in the 2050 baseline case to 85 
Ml: CXLe in the mitigation case. In the 2020 model results, the 
wedge contributions are consistent with implementation plans 
for California’s policy objectives (AB32) for 2020. (below) 
Reductions by wedge are shown for the 2030 and 2050 
mitigation cases, in Mt CfLe and as a percentage of total 
reductions. The top three contributions are from energy 
efficiency (28%), electricity decarbonization (21%), and
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direct use (e.g., heating). Net costs are 115 billion dollars in 
2020,145 billion dollars in 2035, and 165 billion dollars in 
2050. This is equivalent to 1320 per capita or 0.5% of the 
statewide GSP in 2020, S910 per capita or 1.2% of the 
statewide GSP in 2035, and $1,200 per capita or 1.3% of the 
statewide GSP in 2050.
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Table 1. Primary and end use energy and emissions by sector and fuel type in 2010 and 2050. The numerical difference between 
primary and end use energy is due to conversion and other losses. Sources for population and economic data are given in the 
supporting online material.

»ns (fit CXTe)

2010 2050 4.050
Baseline

2050
litigation Mitigation

(%)L i
Primary energy consumption ami emissions, by sector
Residential 1.60 2.56 0.52 18% 8% 71.3 1 17.1 5.4
Commercial 1.68 2.60 0.94 19% 14% 70.9 1 14.5 10.0
Industrial 1.4! 1.39 0.96 16% 14% 67.4 67.3 6.4

Petroleum 0.81 0.82 0,58 9% 9% 46.7 47.5 5.6
Agriculture 0.34 0.52 0.21 4% 3% 16.3 27.1 1.0

Transportation 2.86 5.67 3.60 33% 53% 189.4 374.1 45.0
Non-energy. non-CO, (ilKi emissions 11.4

Total ail sectors 8.70 13.56 6.81 100% 100% 84.8
o

Primary energy consumption and emissions, by fuel type CM

coDirect fuel use CM
Natural gas 2.73 3.40 0.38 31% 6% 20.5 E
(iasoline 2.09 4.36 0.13 24% 2% 8.3 E

CDDiesel 0.73 1.23 0.39 8% 6% 26.6 >
o

Jet fuel 0.04 Z
CBiomethane and biofuels 0.00 o
O)Total direct fuel use 5.59
o

FJectnc go O)
CDNatural 17% 0% E

Coal (r 6% 0% o
£=

Fossil fuel w! CCS 0.00 0.00 2.18 0% 32% 0.0 0.0 10.6
oNuclear 0.30 0.26 0.74 3% 11% 0.0 m

Renewables and hydro 0.71 0.66 2.04 8% 30% 0.8
Other 0.16 0.18 0.16 2% 2% 2.9

ETotal electric generation 3.11 4.49 5.14 36% 75% 14.7120. / i 80.4 O
S—Non-energy. non-CTT (ilKi emissions 56.4 127.8 11.4
T3
<DTotal all fuel types 6.81 100% 100% 518.4 875.4 84.8 T3
COEnd-use energy consumption and emissi o
£=Total direct fuel use 1.67 85% 45% 338.3 559.2 58.8 A
oelectricity (end-use) 2.03 15% 55% 123.7 188.4 14.7 Q

Direct fuel use ! electricity 3.70 100% 100% 462.0 747.6 73.4>
Non-energy. non-C()> fiHCi emissions 56.4 127.8 11.4

Total end use by fuel type 6.57 10.69 3.70 100% 100% 518.4 875.4 84.8
Intensity metrics
CA population (millions) 38.8 56.6 56.6
Per capita energy use rate (kW/person) 7.1 7.5 3.8
Per capita emissions (t CCTe/person) 13.3 15.5 1.5

S383 S762Ilnergy intensity (S/C5J) S249
P.cortomie emissions intensity (kg CXTe/S) 0.239 0.169 0.016

Illectrie emissions intensity (kg CXTe/'kWh) 0.42 0.39 0.02
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Witness:

Application of San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company (U 902 E) for Authority to Enter 
into Purchase Power Tolling Agreements 
with Escondido Energy Center, Pio Pico 
Enefi i .:cr a ■ : 1 .1 i : h Power.

Application 11-05-023 
(Filed May 19, 2011)

IT 1

ON BEHALF OF

THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE ALLIANCE

i • '■ ■! c   i t , "MM1SSION
VIA

May 18, 2012
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My testimony addresses and evaluates the local area need analyses performed by the California 
Independent System Operator (CAISO) and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) in 
Application 11-05-023. My testimony discusses the appropriateness of underlying reliability 
criteria and assumptions used for establishing the need. In addition, rny testimony explores 
whether all feasible alternatives have been investigated and provides recommendations for next 
steps in evaluation of the need.

Before discussing rny comments related t &E’s and CAISO’s testimony, I will summarize 
rny experience and qualifications.

I began my career working for the San Diego Gas and Electric Company (SDG&E) for twenty 
five years. At SDG&E, I worked in the engineering department, in grid operations, transmission 
operations and planning, resource planning, power procurement and regulatory affairs. I am 
familiar with the CAISO market rules, planning procedures and operational protocols. I was one 
of the key participants in California’s electric industry restructuring process which took place in 
the 1995 through 1998 period. This restructuring process led to the formation of the CAISO in 
1998. After leaving SDG&E, I worked for a wind resource development company in California 
for a year.

I have performed numerous transmission and resource planning analyses during my career.
These analyses include determining the economic and operational feasibility of a 500 MW 
pumped storage hydro project along with a 500 kV transmission line. Recently I performed an 
analysis of the CAISO’s proposed 2010/2011 transmission plan where, based on power flow 
studies, I determined that two of PG&E’s proposed 500 k'V transmission lines in the San Joaquin 
Valley are not needed. The CAISO consequently changed their initial determination of “need” 
in their 2010/2011 transmission plan, classified the project as “to be looked at in a future 
planning cycle.” Most recently, I completed analysis of the need for generation at the location of 
the existing Redondo Beach power plant for the California State Coastal Conservancy. The 
existing Redondo Beach power plant uses Once Through technology and is
subject to the State Water Resources Control Board’s requirements for the use of ocean water for
cooling. My analysis evaluated whether I.ocal Capacity Requirements for the LA basin and the
western LA basin sub-area actually required that there be generation at the Redondo Beach 
location.

I published a paper in 2010 discussing problems with transmission planning in California funded 
by UCAM. I also published an article in the Natural Gas and Electricity journal on the same 
topic.

I am a registered Profession Electrical Engineer in CA with over 30 years of experience in the 
electricity industry. I have a BS in Electrical Engineering and an MBA in Finance. My resume 
is attached.

In this proceeding, CAISO provided two sets of testimony: original testimony on March 9, 2012, 
and supplemental testimony on April 6, 2012. The original testimony included testimony from

1
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Robert Sparks discussing the Local Capacity Requirement (LCR) and from Mark Rothleder 
discussing renewable integration needs. Mr. Sparks’ original and supplemental testimony 
discusses both the San Diego LCR area as well as the Greater Imperial Valley-San Diego LCR 
area.

The San Diego LCR area is the most limiting LCR area. Although the Greater Imperial Valley-
San Diego I.CR area has a higher I.CR than the San Diego 1.,CR area, the availability of existing
dependable generation at Imperial Valley substation means it is easier to satisfy t ater
Imperial Valley-San Diego 1.CR area. The San Diego LCR area has the higher deficiency and is
therefore the focus of this testimony.
1
My testimony mainly addresses the ISO’s identified requirements for year 2021 since that is 
higher than the previous years. If it is shown that there is no capacity shortfall in the year 2021, 
then it can safely be assumed that there would not be any in earlier years. This assumption is 
premised on applicable solutions being implemented prior to when the need arises.

In my evaluation, I have found that several aspects of the CAISO’s analysis and assumptions are 
questionable and inconsistent. In particular, later in rny testimony, I demonstrate that use of 
2500 MW as the limit for the South of Songs (Path44) is not appropriate. In addition, the 
CAISO’s application of the Path 44 limit to t ater Imperial Valley-San Diego LCR area, 
and not to the San Diego LCR area, is inconsistent.

I.

My testimony raises serious concerns regarding the adequacy of the CAISO’s analysis and 
validity of its results.

The testimony shows that based on the CAISO’s data, SDG&E’s analysis showing an I.CR
deficiency in the San Diego area is not valid. It is therefore recommended that tf 
reject the applicant’s request for approval of the three contracts and, (2) ask the CAISO to study 
the options listed in my testimony and for any options not accepted by the CAISO, provide a 
reason why they should not be implemented.

2
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T
Traject.
Scenario

(\QC MW)

ICnv
Scenario 

(\QC MW)
■)

; re me1

730 (a) 300 (a) 630 (a) 540 (a)
.ony

Options Counting Toward IX" icy

birooz Testimony 14(b) 14(b) 14(b) 14(b)R

bxtend leases fo
birooz Testimony 173 (c) 173 (e) 173 (c) 173 (c)

Lslimated NQi
Anderson Testimony 219(d) 219(d) 219 (d) 219 (d)

Response

Anderson Testimony Uncommitted Itnergy Llliciency 175(d) 175(d) 175(d) 175(d)

Anderson Testimony Additional Demand-Side CUP 17 (d)
Load drop allowed for N-1-1

comingency condition
i imouces I.CR)

birooz Testimony 370 (e) 370 (e) 370 (e) 370 (e)

Surplus/) Deficien cy) 238 668 338 428

Other ■ Options Com icy

i .I margin added
to the load 5749 x.025 144

MW
birooz Testimony 144 144 144 144

Phase Shifter to control loop 
flow through CPU 

(negates CPU's need to trip 
parallel path into San Diego 

area)

birooz Testimony 543 (1) 561 (1) 535 (1) 565 (1)

Adds dynamic reactive support, 
that mitigates voltage collapse 

thereby reducing I.CR

SDG&E's Proposal to add 
Synchronous Condensers

Path 44 rating obsolete 
(studies show Hows above 2500 

MW do not result in reliability 
standard 'violations)

birooz Testimony

New 500 kV transmission fine 
connecting San Diego area to 
SCH system (parallel to Path 
44): reduces San Diego area 

’ I.CR
Resources Not Taken Into

Account in CAFSO's
C a1 c u I a i i on s i n e I u. d i n g

Uncommitted Elk DR, Cl ID
Energy Storage, Additional 

I) i s t ri b l 1.1 e d C ie n e ra t i on

birooz Testimony 500-1000(g) 500-1000 (g) 500-1000 (g) 500- 1000(g)

513 (h)
1000 (i)

513 (h)
1000 (i)

513 (h)
1000 (i)

513 (h)
1000 (i)Powers Testimony

(a) Bottom row of first table in Robert Sparks’ April 6, 2012 supplemental testimony.
(b) Table 2.8 1 of the CAISO Board approved 2011 2012 Transmission Plan. EA GT 14 MW
(c) Table 2.8 1 of the CAISO Board approved 2011 2012 Transmission Plan. Kearny GT1 = 15 MW, Kearny 2AB

(Kearny GT2) = 55 MW, Kearny SAB (Kearny GIB) = 57 MW, Miramar GT 1 =3 7 MW, Miramar GT 2 = 16
MW, El Cajon GT= 13 MW. ' '

3
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(d) Table 1 of Rob Anderson’s April 27, 2012 supplemental testimony. These arc overly conservative values used 
to show that there is no need. The Testimony of Bill Powers describes why these assumptions arc not 
reasonable. Using the CPUC’s recommended numbers from the 2010 LTPP, wdiich are reasonable, these values 
would be higher. See Bill Powers’ Testimony.
See note marked “**” for the top row of the table in Robert Sparks' April 6, 2012 supplemental testimony
Table 4.9.4 of the CAISO Board-approved 2011.2012 Transmission Plan
Estimate based on studies conducted for the Sunrise Powerlink
According to Bill Power's Testimony, CAISO failed to account fori 544 MW of EE, which is 369 MW more 
titan SDG&E, 302 MW ofDR, which is 83 MW more titan SDG&E, 64 MW of incremental CHP, wdiich is 47 
MW more than SDG&E, and over 14 MW of energy storage currently planned and much more is underway.
Bill Powers also estimates that the SDG&E area will install significantly more PV in ranges rip to 1000 MW of 
additional PV by 2020.

(c)
(f)
(g)
(If)

(!)

II.

A. ami How Is it Measured?

Before discussing the details of CAISO’s testimony, it is important to establish what “reliability” 
is and how it is measured because “reliability” is the main justification for spending money on 
and inflicting environmental damage for new infrastructure. It is inarguablc that although higher 
reliability margins should, in theory, lower the risk of brown-outs or black-outs, it is statistically 
impossible to eliminate the possibility altogether. Unexpected things can always happen no 
matter how much money is spent and infrastructure is developed. Mindless pursuit of greater 
reliability margins is ultimately an exercise in waste and is not just and reasonable for ratepayers. 
Inevitably, hard judgments must be made as to how much reliability margin is enough.

Federal regulations require that the transmission grid be planned and operated in accordance with 
reliability criteria developed by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (MERC) 
and the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC). These criteria generally specify that 
the grid must be capable of accommodating the outage of any one element of the grid (N-l) 
without loss of load and the loss of two common elements (N-2) (e.g., two circuits on the same
set of towers) without uncontrolled load loss, i.oeal balancing authorities may impose stricter
criteria, and the CAISO has done so by implementing the requirement that the CAISO grid must 
also be capable of accommodating the outage of one generator followed by the outage of a 
transmission element (G-l/N-1) without loss of load or, in the current proceeding, outage of a 
transmission element followed by the outage of another transmission element (N-l/N-l; also 
referred to as N-l-I) without loss of load. This criterion establishes the amount of generating 
capacity that the CAISO requires load serving entities in the San Diego area to place under 
contract (local capacity requirements) in order to ensure that there will be enough dependable 
capacity available to serve all forecast loads. These contracts impose costs on San Diego area 
consumers because the import constraints that result from the application of the G-l/N-1 
reliability criteria limits competition among the local generators and therefore the incentive to 
negotiate lower contract prices.

What is not specifically described in these reliability criteria arc the system conditions under 
which the applicable contingencies are to be applied. ally, utilities and balancing 
authorities assume stressed system conditions such as onc-year-in-ten peak load conditions. As 
mitigation measures, these standards permit the use of pre-contingency generation redispatch, 
generator dropping and, for some less likely contingency conditions (N-2 outages), controlled

4
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Whether the resulting probabilities arc sensible, however, has never been seriously questioned. It 
is instructive to perform some simple calculations to get a sense of how likely these events 
actually are. Roughly speaking, any single transmission element has a forced outage rate of about 
1% or less. A generator on average may have a forced outage rate on the order of 5%. The 
probability of an overlapping G-I/N-I event occurring in the same hour of the year is therefore 
about 5% x. 1% or 0.05% (0.01 x 0.05 = 0.0005). On an expected basis this amounts to a little 
over 4 hours per year (8760 x .0005).

The probability of an overlapping N-l/N-1 or N-1 -1 event occurring in the same hour of the year 
is therefore about 1 % x 1 % or 0.01 % 001). On an expected basis this amounts
to a little over 52 minutes per year (8760 x .0001).

T

5
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rorecasi loacis arc incrcasca oy z.ovo.

)ugh WECC1 recommends the 2.5% margin. (102.5% of load) be used for category C 
contingency voltage studies there is no mention of applying this margin on top of a onc-ycar-in- 
ten peak load condition. The onc-year-in-ten peak load condition is already about 10% higher 
than the highest expected peak load in any given year.

“For load area studies, the load in the area of interest should be modeled based on 
the load forecast normally used for planning that area. (For the purpose of 
developing an extended P-V curve, base case can be developed at less than 
100%.)” '

The WECC does not provide guidance as to what load forecast is “normally used for planning;” 
this is a subjective determination made by planning entities such as the CA1SO.

main ui mib jiiutctuiii^ ait miui uiaiiuiiai aiiu nui uuiuitiid. I'Ul WA.ail)l|J)l%, StttlUii ■‘"+UCJC 1

of the CA1SO tariff (Local Capacity 1.cchnical Study) stales,

vice Manual,
tpacity
Capacity 
in M'W that 
a, and identify

The G-l/N-1 or N-l-1 reliability criteria, which establishes the local capacity requirements for
certain load pockets....such as the San Diego area—are being applied for conditions which, for
all practical purposes, will never happen. Yet, billions of dollars are planned to be spent to 
address these highly improbable study conditions. In this situation, it is important to ask how

Guide to WECC/NERC Planning Standards I.D: Voltage Support and Reactive Power Approved by ISS March 
30, 2006: Summary of WECC Voltage Stability Assessment Methodology, July 11,2001.
" 40.3 Local Capacity Area Resource Requirements For SCs For LSEs

6
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much consumers are willing to pay to protect against an unlikely event. Is procurement for this 
highly improbable event just and reasonable9

oi ine ovenoau given us iiKennoou or occurrence.

C. (

1. Is

Yes. NERC and WECC reliability criteria permit load drop for G-l/N-1 outages and lor N-l-1 
outages, the CAISO does not. CA1SO reliability standards specifically preclude load drop as 
mitigation for G-l/N-1 contingencies. CAISO witness Sparks indicates that the CAISO has 
determined it would not be “prudent” to rely on load drop in the San Diego area as mitigation for 
N-1 -1 contingencies.

The CAlSO’s more stringent reliability criteria could cost consumers billions of dollars in 
contract costs — the cost of new generation to meet LCRs with effectively no measurable 
increase in grid reliability. As a general matter, it does not make sense for California to have 
more stringent reliability criteria than the rest of WECC. This increases costs and puts load 
serving entities within the CAISO balancing authority at competitive disadvantage to other 
balancing authorities, both inside and outside of California. If there are special circumstances 
where more stringent reliability criteria may be required, those need to be brought up on an 
exceptional basis and justified rather than being the rule. Changing the existing
reliability criteria to match that of NERC/WECC would only require action by the CAISO. 
Approvals from WECC, NERC or FE not appear to be necessary.

2.

Not approvi
reliability in 
applicable Is 
standards of 
believes exi 
and/or meth

A

7
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the contingency event of concern, the project sponsor or regulatory authority should be required
to:

Assess the probabilities associated with the contingency based on ten years of 
relevant historical outage data.

1.

Identify the consequences of the contingency event (c.g., amount and duration of 
uncontrolled load loss, economic impacts of such load loss, public safety 
concerns).

2.

: more conservative reliability criteria than3.

3.

No, since to be true it has to
harmful for consumers. The
consequences. A probability
environmental welfare than
contingencies where the con
the worst outcome for consu
result in minor consumer inconvenience.

111.

A.

1.

Question 1 u ! , son I the following:

“Docs MERC, WECC, and/or CAISO reliability criteria prevent the use of controlled load 
drop for an N'T'l transmission contingency? If so, where is this criteria documented9 If 
not, what threshold docs the CAISO use to determine when controlled load drop is 
acceptable mitigation and when it is not9 Are there any limits on the amount of controlled 
load drop which is acceptable9”

The CAISO responded:

i

8
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stable operation of the system following the loss of Sunrise and IV'Migucl without 
reliance on an Special Protection Scheme is to minimize the risk of cascading outages 
due to disturbances on the grid and unreliable system conditions such as those that have
occurred too frequently in recent years in the San Diego area. I.oad shedding would be
utilized to address scenarios with reductions in resource availability due to generation 
outages that occurred prior to, during or after a Sunrise/IV’Migucl overlapping outage 
event.”

2.

No. First the (
WECC do all<
redundancy ai
1/N-l and N-

1 statement above is not correct. As stated earlier, the NERC and
tontrollcd load drop....with appropriate levels of triggering
otentially affected neighboring balancing authorities—under the (ft 
ditions.

Second, baser 
outages (Apr!
and/or by a lack of visibility and coordination among Balancing authorities.4

> published by the CAISO and FERC on recent San Diego area 
iept 8, 2011), the outages were caused by either operator error3

As mentioned earlier, although higher reliability margins should, in theory, lower the risk of 
brown-outs or black-outs, it is statistically impossible to eliminate this possibility altogether. A 
better and far more efficient use of capital would be to prevent errors by improved training, and 
by improved coordination and communication among balancing authorities. In contrast, building 
in higher reliability margins through new infrastructure imposes tremendous costs on consumers 
and the environment. This consumes capital that could otherwise be efficiently deployed to 
reduce California energy prices, thereby reducing cost of products and putting more money in 
consumers’ pockets. More money in consumers’ pockets translates into more job creation within 
California. Efficient use of capital results in a net gain in employment; inefficient use of capital 
has the opposite effect.

12.

1 »

’ See Power Grid Operator Admits Mistakes In Shutoff'. Sim Diego Union-Tribute (April 6. 2010) 
http:.c\vww.utsandiego.com/news/20(0./apr'06.'power-grid-opcnuor-admits-mistakcs-san-diego-shut/. ISO issued a 
statement after the shutoff: ‘Rite (SO sa 
Olay Mesa, to shut down. And that short
4 See FERC/NERC April 27, 2012 Report on September 8, 2011 Outage, https://www.fere.gov/fegaf/staff- 
rcports/04-27-2012-fere-nerc-report. pdf. FERC/NERC’s report found that the outage was due to transmission 
operator and a balancing authority error, lack of visibility and lack of coordination. Based on the facts of this 
outage, the most sensible and cost-effective solution is to improve operator training, enhance inter-balancing 
authority coordination and provide for greater electric system visibility; not to build more generation and/or 
transmission infrastructure.

■day that was a big mistake. It shouldn't have allowed the plant, in 
a:: led to the intentional blackout/'"

9
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No. T 
Once-"
Contre
subjec
cx.plail.
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............ i"

“This line includes the retirement of the existing 35 MW unit at the Wellhead 
Escondido site in 2012 and the retirement of 188 MW of existing peakers at the 
end of 2013 when their land leases end. The M'W are older combustion turbines 
that were built in the early 1970’s. They have heat rates of approximately 16,000 

/kwhr and limited operating hours.”

r

:s

i

y

t;

retired.

C.

iic
is

“The reliability assessment performed by the ISO did not identify any issues that 
can be mitigated by these upgrades. These upgrades can solve an expected issue 
of reactive source-sink availability if and when the Encina plant retires 
the ISO has identified these projects as potential solutions for voltage stability. 
The need will be evaluated in future planning cycles as the generation retirement 
issue gathers some clarity.”

.Hence,

10
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Question ;ond Set of Data Requests to CAISO asked:

“Has the ISO modeled these projects to determine if they could resolve the 
voltage stability problem indicated as the limit by the ISO in the LCR analysis 
described in Mr. Sparks’ April 6, 2012 testimony9 If not, does the ISO have a 
plan to do this analysis9 If so when9 If not, when9”

The CAISO’s response was as follows:

“Under these assumptions, the San Diego import limit is approximately 3,850 MW to 
3,700 MW but approximately 700 MVAr of reactive support would be needed at the 
Sycamore, Talega and Mission 230 kV substations to mitigate unacceptable voltage 
deviations under applicable planning contingencies.”

Question!1 i I Second Set of Data Requests 1 , !'■ &E asked:

“On page 206 of the 2011-2012 Transmission Plan, CAISO states that SDG&E 
submitted four projects to install synchronous condensers at four substations. 
Please explain the cost and purpose of these condensers and why SDG&E 
proposed them.”

SDG&E responded as follows:

“SDG&E proposed four 230 kV-conncctcd synchronous condenser installations 
(three preferred locations at Mission, Penasquitos, a yga substations and one 
alternate location at Sycamore Canyon substation) as a part of the 2011/ 
CAISO Transmission Planning Process, 
installation is S65 million to S85 million, depending on location.”

.The approximate cost for each

It appears that the possible need for reactive support was originally observe &E. The
CAISO’s 2011/2012 Transmission Planning study then showed that these reactive supply 
sources can “mitigate unacceptable voltage deviations” under the planning contingencies. It 
therefore seems prudent to study the addition of these reactive support devices in lieu of the
proposed gas turbines to determine if the I.OR need can be reduced or eliminated. The costs of
all three synchronous condensers (about $200 million in capital costs which equates to annual 
levelized revenue requirement of about $40 million/year for twenty years or about 552.6 million3 
present value for 60 years6) is lower than the estimated lower range cost of 450 MW of proxy gas 
turbines at $200 kW-yr for twenty years with present value of about $ 1.2 billion for 60 years.'

J See work papers in Appendix A
6 60 year is chosen for comparison later on with a transmission line which has 60 year life 
' This estimate is conservatively in the lower end of the proxy.gas turbine cost range given by the CEC.
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1. PP1

No. One of the alternatives not considered is the Talega-Escondido/Valley-Scrrano Interconnect 
Project9 (TE-VS proposed transmission line). This proposed transmission project is currently in 
the CPUC’s CPCN process. Althoug es not support this transmission line at this point
in time, CEJA nevertheless acknowledges that this 500/230 kV transmission project would

9 The T'E.VS Interconnect Project Is sometimes associated with the Lake Elsinore Advanced Pumped Storage
(LEAPS) project.
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. , ......... ! ■ &E’s 230 system (Talcga-
path....and could potentially reduce LCRs

in the San IJicgo area.

In his original testimony filed March 9, 2012, Mr. Sparks responded to the following question:

“Are there any feasible transmission mitigation solutions that can meet the 650 
MW to 950 MW need9” "

“As described above, the constraint driving these needs is the transmission system 
limitations between the SCE an " i&E systems south , ’ ■ , During
studies of the Sunrise Powerlink, the ISO studied transmission options to increase 
the transmission capability between these two systems in order to further reduce 
local generation needs in San Diego. However, the scope of the upgrades needed 
to meet a 650 MW to 950 MW need was essentially a new 500 kV line connecting 
tl: &E system to the SCE system.”

rtween SCE
/ in the
rnual
nillion per
mens in a 
as part of 

> is 200-
f gas
200 = $90

enemy from
ic (58
sontracts 
n year 21

le

W
ie

10 An annual levelized carrying charge factor of 15% is a rule of thumb for a 60 year transmission project with an 
authorized rate of return of about 8.5%.
11 See Comparative Costs of California Central Station Electricity Generation, California Energy Commission 200.
2009.017, available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/2009publieations/CEC.200.2009.017/CEC.200.2009.017.
SD.PDF. .. .
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Note that there are other ISO approved reliability upgrade projects such as “Southern Orange 
County Reliability Project” proposed by SDG&E and approved by the CAISO in their 
2010/2011 Transmission Plan last year but may not have met the CAISO’s regulatory approval 
criteria for inclusion into the study model Once this project or similar projects in the ISO 
interconnection process are approved it is expected that the reliability concerns identified will 
improve.

IV.

No. According to CAISO’s response to question it Set of Data Requests, it is
clear that no locational need has been established for flexible resources. Speeificall 
asked the CAISO:

“Is any portion of the CAISO’s overall renewable integration resource need 
identified in Mr. Rothleder’s testimony required to be inside the San Diego LCR 
area9 If yes, please explain why and indicate the amount.”

The CAISO responded:

To cover any possible system-wide flexibility need to integrate renewable resources , according 
to the CAISO’s Dec 3, 2011 presentation on the CAISO’s 2011/2012 Transmission plan1'1, 4853 
MW of new flexible conventional generation is already scheduled to come on line prior to year 
2021.14 " ’ ’

V.

1. r
i?

No. In its testimony, the CAISO has provided the end results of three series of complex analyses 
without discussing or providing much of the underlying data. One result is the determination of 
the minimum dependable generation needed within the San Diego area (the Local Capacity

L’ http://www.caiso.com/Docuinciits/Presciitatioii%20.%2020112012..TransmissionPlanningProcessDecB.2011 .pdf,
slide 7
11 Tills is pointed out to illustrate the number of sources that the utilities are planning to construct in California. 
CEJA does not believe that many of these facilities are necessary.

14
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Requirement or “I..CR”) to avoid any reliability standard violation based on a set criteria that
identifies maximum imports assuming the worst contingency (outage) scenario under an extreme 
weather condition. The second deficiency is failure to perform or include a resource analysis to 
determine if the sum of existing and planned resources including Energy Efficiency (EE), 
Demand Response (DR), Combim 1 1 t and Power f1 d Distributed Generation (DG) is 
adequate to meet the identified need. The third deficiency is a failure to determine the best 
solution for meeting the assert ficiency.

:o

ic

rot
ted

Desp LC order 1000’s recommendation to facilitate the broader participation of 
stakeholders, and unlike CPUC proceedings, CAISO stakeholder processes do not have an 
intervener compensation mechanism. As such, stakeholder discussions are dominated by the 
lO'IJs and generation developers; these entities have no incentive to objectively question CAISO 
input assumptions and or results.

2.

Yes. The CAISO has fir 
of the three sets of analy 
inconsistencies. The CA 
the different contingenci 
LCR results provided in

tny
1
veen
■21

L' See Comparative Costs of California Central Station Electricity Generation, California Energy Commission 200.
2009.017, available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/2009publications/CEC.200.2009.017/CEC.200.2009.017.
SD.PDF. .........
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16inconsistent/'' These inconsistencies were pointed out to the CAISO during the April 17, 2012 
workshop and during the discovery period (question No. 16 of CEJA’s second set of data 
requests).

Specifically, it was observed that compared to the 2021 LCR case, the 2013 I..CR case has an
additional 1 KM) MW of flexible generation available (mainly the Encina plant), and about 537 
MW of lower lo dW in 2021 versus 5212 MW in 2013).1' Nevertheless, the CAlSO’s
2013 case still shows voltage collapse for the same contingencies taken in the 2021 case. This is 
especially troubling, since according to the LCR table in Mir Sparks’ testimony, 300 M.W to 700 
MW of additional “OTC” generation could mitigate the voltage collapse problem in the 2021 
case yet the additional 1100 M W of generation in 2013 and lower loads (compared to 2021) does 
not solve the claimed voltage problem in

The CAISO provided the following answer18 to the above inconsistency:

“There are major differences between the 2013 and 2021 base case models. The 
largest difference is the addition of approximately 20,000 MW of installed 
renewable generation capacity. With this generation producing with[inj San 
Diego, and all around the San Diego area, the usage of the transmission system 
changes substantially. These differences explain the difference in system 
performance between the 2013 and 2021 base case models.”

ot

in

c
to

un
i.

powei now cases, me lestuis oi inese eases cannot ue uusieu.

3

is the comparison of two different 
xnarios. The G-l/N-2 and N-l-1

Yes.
conti

16 2021 LCR results are shown on page 3 and 2013 results are shown on page 5 of Mr. Sparks’s April 6, 2012 
supplemental testimony.
*' CAISO Response to Reqenst No.DRA-CAISO.04 Part c.
Ih CAISO Response to Request No 16 ofCEJA’s Second Set of Data Requests.

16
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The ISO’s “response”20 to this discrepancy does not explain this inconsistency:

“The study results provided by the ISO in its testimony include the N-l-1 outage with 
Otay Mesa, and indicates that this outage results in adequate system stability 
performances’

Wc suggest that until these discrepancies are resolved or explained, it is not prudent to commit to 
the large magnitude and long duration investments that are the subject of this proceeding. Due 
the limited resources and the limited time in this proceeding, we were not able to
evaluate the power flow cases in detail, CEJA recommends that, at the very least, the CPUC 
docs detailed analysis of the cases before relying on these studies due the number of 
discrepancies described earlier.

the , ■ ! i'R analysis is
J and ISO’s busitiess-as-
better ways follow the CPUC 
rior to the proposed peakers. 
vable and nonrencwable Cl.IP

19 According to Mr, Sparks’ April 6, 2012 supplemental testimony, “load curtailment of approximately 370 MW was
simulated to achieve stability under G.1 AN.2 contingency,”
"° CAISO Response to Request 17 of CEJA’s Second Set of Data Requests,
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VI,

1.

M'r. Spark
response t 
forecast lc 
of service 
results are 
LCRs fror
Diego area utpuium^ uu me ivi ,.j sttiiauu.

n

link out
R
ng
c San

Trajectory 
MW ’

Envir.
MW

1

1 in 10 5749 5749 5749
I in 10 1 % 5893 5893 5893 5893 5893
N-l-1 LCR 2646 2524 2663 2553

3230 3340

of the Southwest Power! ink and a 
Protection Scheme (SPS) would trip 
at between 3230 MW and 3369 MW 
imaining south of SONGS lines 
: CAISO’s assumption in its 
c removed such that more than 8000 
>f one segment of the Southwest

Further evidence that more than 2500 MW can, and docs, reliably flow over Path 44 can be seen 
in the information provided by the CPUC" during, and just prior to, the San Diego outage of
September 8, 2011. Immediately following the outage of the I.lassayamp-North Gila over 3000
MW of power was flowing on Path 44 with only cautionary concern flagged.

21 A second set of data requests show the LCR identified by the CAISO for 2021 under N.1.1 contingency
conditions.
“ See the discussion regarding allowing flow through the CFE balancing authority area under contingency 
conditions.

Mr. Sparks’ April 6, 2012 Supplemental Testimony at page 4: “this assumed the 8000 Amp limit due to the 
SONGS separation scheme is removed from being a binding constraint.”

CAISO Response to Request 2 of CEJA First Set of Data Requests.
CPIJC briefing called “CPIJC briefing.Sept 8 2011 SDGE blackout (s).pdf’.

2 I

25
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2.

Based on the assumptions provided in Mr. Anderson’s testimony (load and resource table shown 
on page RA-5), the transmission capability into San Diego area is 3500 M'W. According to this 
table, Mr. Anderson has calculated that there would be a capacity “Need” in San Diego starting 
with 488 M'W in year 2018 and increasing to 721 MW in 2021.

" staff,

wncterson explains oeiow came rrorn ivir. orracK s testimony;

“The San Diego-area need calculation determines how much additional 
generation capacity must be obtained to meet grid planning criteria under N-l/G-1 
conditions. This criterion is explained in the testimony of SDG&E Witness 
Stock.”

correct?3. Is

According to the Mr. Strack’s testimony of April 27, 2012, page JS-8:

“Studies conducted by SDG&E in connection with the Sunrise Powerlink 
proceeding indicate that aggregate imports into the San Diego area with the Otay 
Mesa combined cycle plant out of service can be at least 3,500 MW and it would 
still be possible to readjust the system and survive the subsequent outage of the 
500 kV Imperial Vallcy-Miguel line. (A 3,500 MW simultaneous import level 
represents a 1000 MW increase above the 2,500 MW limit that exists prior to the 
energization of the Sunrise Powerlink.) Mr. Anderson’s testimony indicates that 
this level of imports translates into a San Diego area LCR of 3,026 MW.”

However, as is explained above, the 2500 MW import limit is no longer valid. According to the 
CAiSQ’s analysis, a minimum of 3230 MW of imports is possible in 2021 with the outage of a 
portion of the Southwest Powerlink and the 500 kV Imperial Valley-Suncrest line (Sunrise). 
According to Mr. Strack’s testimony the addition of Sunrise in 2013 will add a 1000 MW to the 
existing simultaneous import limit of 2500 MW. Given the CAISO’s numbers, the simultaneous 
import limit into San Diego area should also go up by 1000 MW with Sunrise in service. 
Accordingly, the new import limit should be 4230 MW (3230 MW +1000 MW). This would be 
about 730 MW higher than the 3500 MW limit shown on Mr. Anderson’s table.

4. I
s

No. Assuming all the other assumptions in Mr. Anderson’s table are correct (which Bill 
Power’s testimony refutes ), the 3500 M.W transmission limit should be increased from 3500 
MW to 4230 MW or a 730 MW increase in years 2013 through 2021. Increasing the 
transmission capability number in Mr. Anderson’s table by 730 MW (4230 MW..3500 MW),

19
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numbers are shown m the table below:

(
plus (488) (647) (721)1025 473 401 320 233 (569)

it
)0) 730 730 730 730 730 730 730 730 730

1

1755 1203 11 242 161 83 9

■ that “ 
can b

need for a substantial amount of 
WTAs”26 is not valid

deuce that the flows over Path 44 have and can 
Southwest Powerlink is out of service. As shown 
testimony, flows as high as 3200 MW can be 
Sparks’ original testimony:

4
c
c
a

“The most limiting contingency in the San Diego area is described by the outage
of the 500 kV Sunrise Powerlink and Southwest Powerlin PI..) overlapping
with an outage of the Otay Mesa combined-cycle power plant (603 MW). The 
limiting constraint for this contingency is the South of SONGS Separation 
Scheme. The ISO is working with the PTOs to investigate modifying this scheme 
and reducing the LCR needs by up to approximately 300 MW.”

Mr. Sparks’ testimony indicates that once the separation scheme is removed, flows on path 44 
could increase by 300 MW over the separation scheme limit of 3187 MW. Accordingly flows as 
high as 3487 M'W (3187 MW + 300 MW) over Path 44 may be possible under contingency 
conditions provided any voltage problems are resolved.

It is recommended that a path flow study be conducted to establish more realistic and workable 
limits on the south < path (Path 44). The current limits were established by WECC
more than 20 years ago, are now obsolete, and probably do more harm than good. Another
reason why this path needs to be studied and rerated as soon as possible..before committing
billions of dollars of consumers money and imposing environmental costs based on ancient

~b Prepared Supplemental Testimony of Robert Anderson on Behalf of San Diego Gas & Electric Company, A.l 1.
05.023, at p. RA-2 (April 27, 2012). . '

20
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27limits.is that SCE has proposed a transmission upgrade project in the Ellis substation area.
The original path flow studies identified transmission in the Ellis substation as the limiting 
clement that established the Path 44 ratings. According to the CAISO’s response to question Sis 
of CEJA data request# I, the CAISO has approved SCE’s proposed upgrades in the Ellis 
substation area with an in service data of 2013.

CONCLUSION

Since applying the CAISO numbers to the SDG&E’s assumptions shows no deficiency in the 
i" &E case for years ' trough 2021, we can ignore SDG&E’s deficiency calculation. We

also showed that there is no need for the capacity inside San Diego I.CR area to integrate
renewable resources. Therefore, the deficiency reported by the CAISO can be met without the 
proposed PPAs; better options are available.

/
commitments on behalf ot ratepayers.

Even if we assume that the CAISO calculations are correct. There are viable options available to
cithcTredu.ee the I.ocal Capacity Requirements or meet the requirement through means that are
more cost-effective, less environmentally detrimental, and that generally follow the 
Commission’s loading order. In general, if long term commitments for new fossil-fired 
generation are made early in the game, there remains no incentive to pursue other options.

27 Set of Data Requests lo CAISO, question 8: “proposed for summer 2013 and presented by SCE 
during 2011/2012 ISO Transmission Plan Stakeholder Meeting No. 2 on September 29, 2011 (“Loop Loop the Del 
Amo.Ellis 230 kV into Barre Sub”).

See CAISO response to CEJA’s First Set of Data Requests to CAISO, question 8.

21
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Annual Inflation-Rate for 'Capitallnves 
. Assumed Discount! 

Installed Gasi'urbine 'Capu>

A

.MW

Instant-
Cost Fixed O&M 

WMMMmwmmmmMmm

I
$/kw $/kW"year

_____MW-Conventionai-Simple-Cyde-Gas  Turbine: .4Table 27
$123.1 million

$/kW"
Table"!

Levelized Annual 'Carryingt: harge-for j 
Levelized'Annual 'C arrying"C hargedor

MW'Conventional Simple 'Cycle-Ga 
100 MW'Conventional-Simple 'Cycle G< 

Level ized '.AnnuahC arryingnC harge'RateforConventional'Simple'Cyde'Ga'

$
Levelized~Annual~Carrying~C barge -Rate for a Transmission '%Rule"of’thu mb

$/kW"
yearConventional Simple CpdeiGas turbine 

Levelizec Annual C arrylng"C hargeTor C onventional Simple C yde'Gasiurbine :
Year: 5

High $135.0 $135.0 $135.0 $135.0 $135.0
$124.4 $114.7 $105.7 $9M4 $89.8

millions

300
Discounted'Annusl'C arrying"C harges 

PresentValue: ;
$/kW

,
$90.0 <90.0 $90,0 $90.0 $90.0

$82.9 $76 5 $7C .5 $64.9 $59.9
Level ized Annual 'Carrying 'Charge for OonverLow:

Car^iliiiL
million*

Talega tscondido/Valley $erranof HE/VS) Interconnect? reject.
$105.0 $105,0
$96.8 $89.2

lristalied"'Cos $105.0 $105.0 $105.0
$82.2 $75.8 $69.8

.Omillion
Discounted Annual :C am 

Present-Value llions

$/kW"
yearSynchronous-jCondesers

$41.0 $41,0 $43.0 $41.0
$37.8 $34.9 $32.1 $29.6

tiled 'Cost:Insta million 
DiscountedAnnuahC 

PresentV

$A1.0
$27.3

millions
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6 7 8 9 i 1 2. 3 4 3 I I S t 0
$135.0 $135,0 $135.0 $135.3 $135,0 $135.0 $135.0 $135.0 $135.0 $135.0 $135.0
$82.7 $76.3 $70.3 $64,3 $59.7 $55.0 $50.7 $45.7 $^3,1 $39.7

$135.0 $135.0 $135.0 $135.0
$33.7 $31,1 $23.7 $26.4$36.6

$90.0 
$55 2.

$90,0
$50,8

$90,0
$46,9

$90, 3 
$43, 2

$90,0 $90,0 $9(3,0
$39,8 $36,7 $33,8

$93.0
$31,2

$90,0 $30,0 $90.0 $90,0 $90,0 $90,0 $90,0
$28,7 $26,5 $24,4 $22,5 $20.7 $19,1 $17,6

$105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,3 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0
$64,4 $59,3 $54,7 $50,4 $46,4 $42,8 $39,4 $36,4 $33,5 $30,9 $28,5 $26,2 $24,2 $22,3 $20,5

$41,0
$25,1

$41,3 
$19, 7

$41,0
$14,2

$.:,1,0
$13.1

$41,0
$12.1

$41,0 $41,0 $41,0$41,0
$23,2

$41,0
$21,1.

$41,0
$18.1

$41,0 
$16,7

$41,0
$15,4

$41,0
$10.3

$41,0
$11.1 $9,4 $8,7 $8,0
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24
$221.2 $22.1.2 $221.2 $222.2 $221.2 $221.2 $221.2
$39.9 $36.8 $33.9 $31.2 $28,8 526.5 $24.4

21 22 23 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
$221.2 $221.2 $221.2
$22.5 $20.8 $19.1

$221.2 $221.2 $221.2 $221.2 $221.2 $221.2 $221.2 $221.2 $221.2
516.3 $15.0 $13.8 $12.7 $11.7 $10.8 $10.0 $9.2

$221.2
$8.5$17,6

$147.5
$16.3

$147.5 $147.5 $147.5 $147,5
$12.8 $11.8 $10.8 $10.0

$147.5 $147.5 $147,5 $147,5 $147,5 $147.5
$8.5 $7.8 $7.2 $6.6 $6.1 $5.6

$147.5 $147.5
$22.6 $20.3

$147.5 $147.5
$26.6 $24,5

$147.5 
$19,2

$147,5 
$17,7

$147,5
$15,0

$147,5
$13,8

$147,5 
$9,2

$105.0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105.0 $105,0 $105,0 $105.0 $105.0
$18.5 $17,4 $16,1 $14.3 $13.7 $12,6 $11.6 $10,7

$105,0 $105.0 $105,0 $105,0 $105.0 $105.0 5105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0 $105,0
$4,7$8,4 57,7 55,1 $4.457.1 $6,6 $6.0$9,1 $5.6 $4.0$9,9

567.2 $67,2
$4.9 $4.6

$67,2 $67,2
$2,8 $2.6

$67.2 $67.2 $67,1 $67, 2 
$9,5

$67.2 $67.2 $67.2 $67.2 $67.2 $57.2 $67.2
$8.7 $8.1 $7.4 $5.8 $6,3 $5.8 $5.4

$67.2
$4.2

$67.2 $67.2 $67.2
$3.9 $3.6 $3.3

$67.2
$3.0$0.3$12.1 $1.2
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41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
$362.5 
$12.3

$362.5
$11.8

$362.f 
$10.9

$362.5 $362.5 $362.5 $362.5
$10.0 $9.2 $8.5 $7.8

$362.5 $362.5 $352.5 $362.5 $362.5 $362.5
$6.1 $5.7 $5.2 $4.8

$362,5
$4.4

$362.5
$4.1

$362.5 $362.5 $362.5 $362.5
$3.5 $3.2 $2.9$6.7$7,2 $3.8

$241.7 $241,7
$8.5 $7.9

$241.7 
$7 .1

$241.7 $241.7 $241.7
$6.7 $6.1 $5.7

$241.7 $241.7 $23-1.7 $241.7
$5.2. $4.8 $4.4 $4,1

$241.7
$3.8

$241.7 $241.7
$3.5 $3.2.

$241.7 $241.7 $241.7 $241.7
$3.0 $2.7 $2.5 $2.3

$241.7
$2.1

$241.7
$2.0

$105.0 $105.0 $105,0 $105.3
$3.7 $3.4 $3.1 $2.3

$105.0 $105.0 $105.0 $105.0 $105.0
$1.3 $1.2 $1.1 $1.0 $0.9

$105.0 $105.0 $105.0 $105.0 $105.0
$2.7 $2.5 $2.3 $2.1 $1.9

$135.0
$1.8

$105.0 $105.0 $105.0
$1.6 $1.5 $1.4

$110.2 $110.2 $110.2 $110.2 $.110.2 $110.2 $110.2 $113.2 $110.2
$2.2 $2.0

$110.2 $110.2. $110.2 $110.2 $110.2 $110.2 $110.2 $110.2
$1.1 $1.1

$110.2 $110.2
$1.3 $0.9$3.9 $3.6 $3 4 $3.0 $2.8 $2.6 $2.4 $1.9 $1.7 $1.6 $1.5 $1.2 $1.0
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Jaleh Firooz, P.E.

Resume
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SUMMARY

ffi 1.ransmission and energy expert with strong leadership and excellent technical and analytical skills.
Experienced in renewable resource and transmission development, interconnection, transmission
regulatory 'policy, competitive wholesale energy markets and market design. I.ieensed professional
electrical engineer, project manager with MBA, and more than 25 years of utility and consulting
experience in the following areas:.1.ransmission planning, CAJSO generation interconnection policies and
contracts

ffi Renewable energy projects development
ffi Stale and FERC regulatory policy related to electricity markets and renewable energy development 
ffi Resource planning, economic and reliability evaluation of generation and grid expansion projects, 

production cost analysis and power flow simulation models 
ffi California Independent System Operator (CAISO) market design and markets 
ffi Wholesale trading, offer preparation, power contract negotiations, and portfolio risk optimization

EXPERIENCE

, economic analysis, 
ites.

ffi Provided interconnection and regulatory consulting to a client opposing a 500 kV transmission
project. Won the argument with the CAISO, resulted in re.categorization of the line from
“needed” to “to be looked at in the future”.

ffi Consulted to a large developer for a 500 MW generation and 500 kV high voltage transmission 
project. Performed economic and reliability analysis. Prepared RPP to hire other vendors and
consultants. Identified CAISO day.ahead, real-time, and ancillary services market opportunities
for the project under current and future market designs. Filed testimony with the FERC. 
Intervened on behalf of the project in CPCN application at the CPUC. 

ffi Provided interconnection, regulatory, economic analysis, and rate support to renewable 
generation developers and environmental groups .Provided expert testimony 

ffi Published two papers and an article in the Natural Gas and Electricity journal related to 
transmission planning issues in CA. Analyzed the need for a Once.Through Cooling power plant.

ffi

ffi
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CalWEA. Involved in exploring potential power safes opportunities with CA municipal and 
Investor Owned Utilities.

San Diego Gas and

ffi Analyzed market and transmission related proposals and rules by regulators and market
participants. Identified their impacts and recommended courses of action to senior management. 
One such policy recommendation identified more than $50 million per year in cost savings, 

ffi Managed the development of collaborative policy and strategic positions related to transmission 
interconnection protocol and energy markets. Wrote position papers and developed regulatory 
filings by working with business units, attorneys and corporate leadership to meet the company’s 
business and strategic objectives. A key catalyst in a more than $30 million Existing 
Transmission Contract (ETC) settlement with the CAISC). 

ffi Promoted SDG&E policy by participating in regulatory proceedings and stakeholder meetings 
and provided regulatory and policy intelligence and guidance, 

ffi Developed SDG&E’s “capacity market” proposal and presented it in regulatory proceedings, 
ffi Key participant in the economic evaluation of new transmission projects and upgrades, 
ffi Revised and filed SDG&E’s Wholesale Distribution "I.ariff (WD.f).

ffi portfolio of generation and contract 
i trades over a two year period, 
rffice activities in support of trading

activities.
o Managed and optimized the portfolio by recommending hedging strategics to maximize 

value and reduce risks.
o Built relationships with buyers, sellers and brokers in the market and structured new 

energy products for sale.
ffi Managed the development of several RFPs and successfully negotiated and signed power 

purchase agreements.
ffi Negotiated and signed several $40 million long.term deals resulting in millions of dollars of

customer cost savings.
ffi Managed the CAISO related activities, participated in the CAISO and SDG&E market related 

policy and operational stakeholder discussions, evaluation and decision making, 
ffi Managed the development and implementation of the energy and ancillary services bid

optimization program including supplier evaluation, selection, and purchase of software. 1.he
software was used to generate over $120 million in revenues annually.

ffi I.,cd efforts to develop a forecasting model for market prices, with a cost saving of $3 million per
year.

ffi Evaluated and purchased a probabilistic production cost model. Proposed a procurement PBR 
and Incentive mechanism for load forecasting and other procurement activities.

ffi I.ed SDG&E’s settlement and policy dispute resolution efforts with the CAISO, a $50 million
project. Successfully negotiated and resolved more than $10 million in disputes, 

ffi Developed resource plans and made procurement recommendations using production cost- 
si mulation modeling.
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ping; and 1 '

aged interface with, the CAISO energy markets/systems, 
ffi Participated in the development of strategic plans for SDG&E to restructure the electricity market 

in California.
ffi Represented SDG&E and was a key participant in the development of rules and protocols for 

bidding, scheduling, and operation of a competitive electricity market in California.
ffi Co.managed the development and purchase of the Power Exchange computer and CAISO

metering and data acquisition systems including hiring consultants, writing specs, evaluating 
vendors, and developing project schedules, 

ffi Led the technical evaluation of the vendors’ proposals.

i Participated in, and i ncu i

t

•/Power woijito(Power

ffi Successfully managed a $20 million project and over 50 people in the purchase of a new' Energy 
Management Computer System (EMS)

o Organized project teams, hired consultants and additional staff, developed the Request 
for Proposal, evaluated proposals, participated in vendor selection, signed the contract, 
and managed vendor performance against contract commitments. . 

o Managed the project schedule, budget, and training.
o Oversaw software and data base development, testing and training of the staff, 

ffi Evaluated, recommended and negotiated power and transmission purchase/sale contracts for 
SDG&E worth $25.40 million.

ffi Managed the design, purchase, and installation of Remote Terminal Units (RTU) to transmit real
time data to the SDG&E control center.

ffi Supervised operators’ daily implementation of power contract terms and conditions.

and

ffi Directed the efforts of teams tc 
Identified transmission system 

ffi Performed complex studies of 
ffi Developed an operating plan n

i system reliability using power flow analysis, 
commended short and long term solutions, 
e proposals and alternatives.
>abilistic production cost program.

University, Cum Laude 
University, Dean’s Honor Roll 

y of California San Diego (UCSD)
dership, team building, communication, computers, economics, 
ses offered by SDG&E
igistered Professional Engineer in the state of California.
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